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ABSTRACT OF CAPSTONE 
DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 
IN LOW-PERFORMING SCHOOLS 
Lewis Carroll famously noted that "if you don't know where you are going, 
any road will get you there". This capstone project joins the dialogue of the 
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importance of adapting the principal preparation programs at colleges and universities 
to adequately provide aspiring principals the skills needed to lead the work in low-
performing schools. Since the onset of high stakes accountability testing as a result 
of the No Child Left Behind Legislation of 2001, states have been ranking their 
schools from first to worst based on student performance. The schools that are 
consistently ranked at or near the bottom of these rankings most generally struggle to 
make any type of significant gains on the accountability tests if there is not a strong 
instructional leader who possesses the skills and attributes to lead the work. Many 
new school principals, who are hired in low-performing schools, are quickly 
overwhelmed with the many facets, and sometimes layers of dysfunction, of the 
school they serve. They often find themselves ill-equipped to adequately handle the 
constant pressure of issues that commonly accompany low-performing schools. This 
capstone, which consists of two principal preparation courses, will provide the leader 
with a roadmap that will increase their likelihood of success. The first of the two 
principal preparation courses developed as a part of capstone will provide future 
principals the knowledge and skills to lead the comprehensive changes needed to 
improve systems within the organization, school culture, and student achievement. 
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The second course will provide the aspiring principal with the ability to use data to 
make informed decisions through careful analysis of data, including root cause 
analysis, planning, and implementation. 
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degree to call their own but supported me in many ways that allowed me to get 
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Introduction that Leads You to the Research 
Two Eastern Kentucky principals are on a similar path of leadership and 
improvement as they embark on their careers of teaching. How did they get to this 
point of looking at school improvement and the people ensured to be turnaround 
specialists? 
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Randy Peffer began his teaching career in a rural high school in eastern 
Kentucky as a teacher of mathematics. He began seeking out leadership opportunities 
as a teacher. He was elected to the School-Based Decision Making (SBDM) Council 
for four years, was named the Chair of the Mathematics Department for six years, and 
worked closely with the administrative team in developing the master schedule each 
year. During this time, Randy was completing his master's degree in secondary 
mathematics and simultaneously working on his Rank I in school administration. 
After eleven years of teaching mathematics, Randy had the opportunity to 
serve in the role of assistant principal. During the middle of his first year as assistant 
principal, he learned that the principal was accepting another position at the end of 
the school year. The SBDM therefore selected Randy to be the principal of the 
school. His first action as principal was to contact the Kentucky Department of 
Education to request a scholastic audit of the school. The school had long been a 
fairly low achieving school and Randy wanted some leverage to implement needed 
change. 
The audit report from the Kentucky Department of Education provided 
recommendations for school improvement, including the establishment of 
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professional learning communities, common planning periods for teachers of the 
same content, a structured intervention and enrichment program, and common 
assessments. The Kentucky Department of Education also provided the school with a 
Highly Skilled Educator (HSE) to help implement the recommendations. During the 
three years of Randy's tenure as principal, the school made steady gains in student 
achievement, as well as school culture. Randy was then recruited into the HSE 
program to help assist other schools implement the needed changes to improve 
achievement for students across Kentucky. 
Steve Jenkins began a similar path of teaching mathematics in the high school 
setting. His first masters in counseling took him to an elementary school as an at-risk 
counselor. Once he completed his Rank 1 in school administration, he began to watch 
for principal openings. In a nearby county, two small rural elementary schools were 
not only two schools, but also two cultures and shared one principal. One school had 
a history of high performance and high poverty and had hit a downward spiral of 
performance. The other school had stayed in the middle of the pack in the state of 
accountability and poverty level as well. 
Once Steve took on this task of managing and leading two schools, he began 
to realize there was a recipe for success and these schools had the knowledge and 
resources to make it happen. In four years, the former high performing school had 
made gains to pass "100" under the CATS accountability system. The middle of the 
road school had made gradual substantial gains that placed it in the top 25 and in two 
more years both schools found themselves in the top 10 in the state of elementary 
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schools at numbers nine and three. The mixture of experience, data driven teams, 
best practice intentional instruction, and lots of elbow grease, the schools went from 
average schools making minimal gains to Top 10 in the state. 
What did these principals do to get low to average performing schools to 
turnaround into high performing schools? How did they overcome barriers such as 
poverty and create interventions to individualize student growth and achievement? 
What were the dispositions of these leaders that it took to make long lasting change? 
What is the recipe for success? 
History of Kentucky Education since 1990- The Need for Turnaround 
Interventions in education are not a new concept. Over the past 30 years, 
educators have implemented programs that could help struggling schools increase 
student achievement. Who is best suited to initiate these programs? How do these 
programs come about and what training is there for the leaders planning the 
interventions? Who can help struggling the schools and what does it take to 
turnaround a school? To answer these and many more questions, one needs to 
review the history of interventions in a state known for low performing education. 
In 1990, the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) attempted to transform 
education in a state that was happy to be 49th out of 50 states in education. KERA 
had many components that set out to change education in Kentucky and also crafted 
interventions by spearheading the Distinguished Educator (DE) program, in the law 
as KRS 158.782, which was the predecessor to the Highly Skilled Educators (HSE) 
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Program in 2000 and which then became the Education Recovery Leaders (ERL) in 
2010 (David, Kannapel, & McDiarmid, 2000). 
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The DE program was started to provide support to schools whose student 
achievement had dropped over a two-year cycle known at the time in "KERA-speak" 
as a biennium. It was also designed as an attempt to reward Kentucky's most 
outstanding administrators and teachers with recognition for excellence, a salary 
incentive and an opportunity to assist other educators in the state (David, Kannapel, 
& McDiarmid, 2000). 
When a school declined more than five points, it was considered to be in 
"crisis". Schools "in decline" and schools in "crisis" were assigned a Distinguished 
Educator (DE). DEs were selected from a rigorous multi-step application process that 
led to the selection of a group of educators who were the best that Kentucky had to 
offer. Over 50% were teachers and the remaining DEs were school and central office 
administrators. Training consisted oftwo weeks of formal preparation for working 
with schools, and the remaining training was their own ongoing professional 
development designed around their experiences working in schools. They met 
together monthly to develop and revise tools to support their work in schools and to 
share experiences in using particular strategies and tools. Over a two-year period, the 
group of DEs attended over sixty days of professional development including 
development of knowledge, skills, and effective activities to implement at their 
respective schools. As new DEs were brought on, their training focused more on how 
to use the tools and strategies developed by their predecessors (Kentucky, 2006). 
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In 1998, the switch was made to Highly Skilled Educators (HSE) that were 
provided to schools that request assistance. This shift in the program was a changing 
point of the initial KERA intervention plan. It shifted the authority of DEs, now 
HSEs, to make recommendations to schools instead of complete authority to make 
decision and evaluate staff. It also made the assistance a choice schools could make 
if they needed leverage to perhaps jump start change. In 2002, an audit team would 
determine what schools needed assistance based on several factors. The audit teams 
did not necessarily focus on schools that were not only low performing, but had also 
experienced multiple years of a decline (Kentucky, 2006). 
In 2010, the HSEs became a team of educators deemed the current 
Educational Recovery Teams (ERT). These teams began to provide a more team 
approach to turning around school performance. To increase the number of qualified 
and skilled school turnaround leaders in Kentucky, KDE began Education Recovery 
Teams and a Turnaround Think Tank. ERTs focused on training and on-site 
leadership coaching for school principals of schools needing assistance. The ERT 
consists of a team leader and two content specialists. The team leader is responsible 
for mentoring and guiding each principal to implement change at his or her school. 
The content specialists support school staff with an emphasis on literacy and 
mathematics. Under the direction of the team leader, the ERT conducts assessments, 
monitors progress, and provides professional development as needed. 
The Turnaround Think Tank serves to train a cadre of turnaround leadership 
experts from universities, districts, and schools who will serve as trainers and coaches 
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of future school turnaround principals. These two efforts represent a concerted 
strategy to develop and support a training pipeline for current and future principals in 
Kentucky (Aarons, 2010). 
The selection and training for ERT leaders is extensive and it is documented 
of low availability of leaders with turnaround experiences. KDE has a rigorous 
selection, training, and renewal process for Education Recovery Team leaders. These 
team leaders are carefully selected and must have a minimum of five years of 
experience, a master's degree, and principal certification or consultant endorsement. 
Once selected, team leaders receive training from turnaround experts on state 
initiatives, such as the Common Core State Standards, formative assessments, and 
data analysis. In addition to this training on state initiatives, team leaders may receive 
additional coaching from one of the regional Centers for Learning Excellence, one 
university-based centers that support principals and Education Recovery Team 
leaders. Team leaders receive approximately twenty hours of training or coaching per 
month, have an annual contract, are evaluated annually, and are held accountable for 
the impact of their work in the school. For example, team leaders are held 
accountable for enabling schools to improve student achievement. If unsuccessful in 
providing structures and processes that support improvement strategies and contribute 
to improved student performance, a team leader will not be asked to return to a school 
(Aarons,2010). 
In 2010, all ofthe work about teams and think tanks sounds encouraging and 
effective. However as of2016, there are no Kentucky Turnaround Think tanks. 
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Kelly Foster, Associate Commissioner from the Kentucky Department of Education 
reports that the turnaround think-tank never got off the ground. She reports, "Our 
work is very much a systems approach paired with the continuous improvement 
model. We have partnered with the National Institute for School Leadership (NISL) 
to develop our own program to build quality leaders" (Kelly Foster, personal 
communication, June 11, 2016). 
What Makes Them Different? 
Since 1990, a large group of educators have been chosen to lead Kentucky 
schools into turnaround efforts. What sets them apart from the others? What do they 
have that makes this turnaround happen? 
Research is beginning to look at the dispositions of leaders to determine what 
they share in order to make educational change. The National Network for the Study 
of Educator Dispositions located in Northern Kentucky makes its focus on finding 
what makes a leader able to assist teachers and staff in education transformation. 
There are attributes that help leaders lead and there are characteristics that leaders 
share that have been a part of turnaround efforts in low performing schools. These 
dispositions will enable schools to look for when searching for leaders to lead the 
turnaround. These can sometimes be taught, but many times are a part of the 
demeanor and personality of the leaders that make a difference. How do schools find 
these leaders with these dispositions? How do leaders gain these traits? (Wasicsko, 
2005). 
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Purpose 
Principal longevity in low performing schools is getting increasingly shorter 
and shorter. With the pressure from high stakes accountability testing, coupled with 
the pressure for immediate improvement from local communities and the Kentucky 
Department of Education, school principals continue to face a barrage of 
requirements, trainings, and scrutiny. From this study, we hope to develop a set of 
courses, taken as a part of principal certification, that will provide them with the 
necessary knowledge and skills that will help them successfully lead low performing 
schools. 
Statement of Problem/Questions to be answered 
The purpose of this study is to identify and successfully train leaders to 
become turnaround agents in low performing schools. This was accomplished by 
interviewing Education Recovery Leaders (ERL), interviewing current principals who 
have demonstrated the ability to lead turnaround efforts, and conducting current 
research on the topic of turnaround leadership. 
1. What pillars serve as the foundational structures that guide turnaround work? 
2. What sequence of steps does an Education Recovery Leader/principal take in 
a priority school (persistently low achieving) to lead the turnaround work? 
3. What are the skills needed in a turnaround leader? 
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Review of Literature 
Low Achieving Schools 
The Improving America's Schools Act of 1994, the reauthorization of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1956, introduced the concept of an 
assessment accountability system by which school and district leadership are held 
responsible for student performance on assessments developed at the state level. This 
Act encouraged states to use student assessment results to determine whether schools 
were making progress on state academic standards. Furthermore, this Act encouraged 
states to impose sanctions on schools that did not show progress. (Herman, 2008). 
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of2001 went further by requiring all states to 
develop annual assessments in the content areas of reading and mathematics for 
grades 3 through 8 and holding schools and districts accountable to the results. 
Sanctions were imposed on schools and districts that failed to meet adequate yearly 
progress (AYP) on the assessments. These two Acts brought high-stakes 
accountability for schools and districts into the forefront. Analysis of the test scores, 
coupled with reports from the Department of Education in each state, brought on the 
labeling of schools as being successful or unsuccessful. This labeling process drew 
specific attention to schools and districts that continuously had scores that put them at 
or near the bottom of rankings. 
For the most part, low achieving schools have many similar characteristics, 
aside from low student achievement scores. A high percentage of students living in 
poverty is the most prevalent characteristic shared by low performing schools. Other 
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shared demographic characteristics include large numbers of students receiving 
special education services, students receiving English Language Learners (ELL) 
services, and school populations that are racially diverse. Characteristics shared by 
low performing schools that are non-demographical in nature include school cultural 
issues, high absenteeism for both students and staff, lack of parental involvement in 
the schools, and high teacher turnover rates (Ramalho, Garza, Merchant, 201 0). 
Schools with these problems can be overwhelming to an inexperienced leader or a 
leader who does not possess the expertise to lead this work. These types of leaders, 
without support from district office, often fail very quickly. The rate of principal 
turnover in schools that have high poverty and minority populations and low-
achievement rates is higher than in schools without these added barriers (Fuller & 
Young, 2009). Furthermore, teachers, too, leave at much higher rates in these types 
of schools. It is not uncommon for the schools where the most vulnerable students 
attend to lose over fifty-percent of the faculty every five years (Hemphill & Nauer, 
2009). 
In 1998, the U.S. Department of Education provided guidance to the states 
regarding low achieving schools. This guidance advised state and local officials to 
shield "strong leaders in low-performing schools, promote safe and orderly schools, 
provide a challenging curriculum, and work in partnership with their communities" 
(Le Floch, et.al., 2016). In many states, there is an audit process every two years that 
involves the state's department of education coming in to determine if the principal 
has the capacity to lead the turnaround efforts in the school. This causes fear among 
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even the strongest of principals, and therefore, many choose to leave their post in fear 
of being removed ifthey do not show improved results (Le Floch, et. al., 2016). 
In 2009, the Kentucky Department of Education established a list of 10 
Priority Schools based on a continued lack of progress on the state accountability 
system. Six of these schools were located in Jefferson County, the state's largest and 
most diverse county. Additionally, the poverty rates for these schools, based on free 
and reduced lunch percentages, ranged from a low of 47.7% to a high of 92.4%. 
(Kentucky Department of Education). In 2010, KDE named 12 additional schools to 
the Priority School list, and in 2011 another 19 schools were added to the list, for a 
total of 41 schools that included 33 high schools and eight middle schools. Each of 
these schools were provided assistance from KDE. Education Recovery teams were 
placed in each school to assist the school principal and leadership team in facilitating 
change. However, in those 41 schools from 2009-2012, 28 ofthe schools had a 
principal change, 11 principals remained in the principal role, and two ofthe schools 
were closed (Kentucky Department of Education). 
In 2016, KDE compiled a list of27 Priority Schools. As a comparison, 23 of 
the schools identified in 2016 were also on the original list of 41 Priority schools 
from 2011 (Kentucky Department of Education). This data would indicate that 
student achievement in most of these schools did not grow to the level needed to 
leave priority status. School leaders with the ability to lead the turnaround work are 
necessary to develop systems and structures designed to increase student 
achievement. 
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Attributes of a Successful Principal 
The Center on Education Policy (CEP) conducted a study on attributes of 
turnaround principals. The principals in this study shared common focus areas that 
led to the improvement of their schools. These focus areas included positive school 
climate and trusting relationships, data-based decision making, targeted interventions 
for struggling students, celebrating small early successes, teacher-led professional 
development and collaboration, state and federal assistance, and critical role of the 
principal. One ofthe principals in the groups, Sharon Davis Williams of Atlanta, 
stated that, "It is almost impossible to really move schools that are not performing 
without an effective leader that knows instruction" (Jennings and Rentner, 2006). 
Successful principals must focus less on managerial issues and more on 
instructional issues, particularly in low performing schools. Principals now need 
skills in data analysis used to drive instructional improvement, developing a model 
for public relations, researching educational trends and best practices, and being a 
facilitator of continuous improvement (McLester, 2011 ). However, before 
implementing or mandating changes, principals must first learn the culture of the 
school. Teachers need to understand the need for change and have a voice in the 
change. Constant communication of accurate information is important, as is sharing 
the vision with staff and leadership team. Furthermore, the principal must be the 
instructional leader that focuses on helping teachers improve their capacity to provide 
meaningful instruction to raise student achievement (Thielman, 20 12). 
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Strong principal leadership is key to improving a low-performing school. The 
findings of numerous studies have concluded that there have been "virtually no 
documented cases of school turnaround absent a strong leader" and the evidence also 
supports that "strong school leadership is associated with higher student levels" (Le 
Floch et al., 20 16). The attributes of strong leadership include setting a clear vision 
and mission for the school, being a collaborative leader, monitoring and providing 
timely performance feedback to teachers, and using data to make decisions (Bryk et 
al., 2010). 
Another important attribute of a strong instructional leader is to recruit, train, 
and retain a high quality teaching staff. In doing so, the principal must be able to 
create and sustain a positive and thriving school culture where teachers want to work 
and provide quality instruction to students. Through various studies, it has been show 
that there is a direct association between a positive environment and teacher working 
conditions with student achievement (Le Floch et al., 2016). Therefore, a highly 
skilled teaching staff is critical to school turnaround efforts. Having a strong teaching 
staffhas been shown to be one ofthe most effective ways to improve student 
achievement (Leithwood et al., 2004). 
Successful principals must also know how to use data to pinpoint changes that 
must be made in the school and then have the ability to implement those changes. 
Quite often principals may be able to determine what needs to be changed, but do not 
have the ability or resolve to implement the change (Knoster, 1991). In Knoster's 
matrix, Leading and Managing Complex Change, he advocates that in order to 
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implement change in any organization, the leader must first establish and present a 
clear vision for the organization. His model demonstrates that without this clear 
vision, the necessary change will most likely not be successful due to a lack of 
confusion. After the vision is established and clearly communicated, consensus for 
the vision must be established through building relationships and instilling trust 
among all stakeholders. If there is a lack of consensus in the vision, the change will 
likely not succeed due to sabotage by members of the organization. Developing the 
knowledge and skills of those who will be implementing the change will follow this. 
If this step is omitted, the change will be unsuccessful because of anxiety of the 
members of the organization. 
Knoster (1991) then advocates that incentives be offered to reinforce the 
change and detract those who may resist the change. He asserts that without 
incentives, resistance by members of the organization may occur. Knoster then states 
that the needed resources, including time, money, and information, be available and 
ready to accomplish the goal. Without these resources, the change will likely fail due 
to frustration of the staff. 
Last, there must be an action plan that ensures that the vision is made 
concrete. In the plan, the vision must be translated into specific, achievable goals and 
objectives. Without a clear action plan, Knoster (1991) advocates that the change will 
likely fail because the stakeholders will experience a feeling of a continuous 
treadmill. His final assertion is that ifthere is clear vision, consensus among 
stakeholder, skill development, incentives, available resources, and an action plan 
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based on clear goals and objectives, then change will occur and the organization will 
achieve its desired results. 
As the action plan is implement, the needed change should begin to occur. 
However, continuous and sustained improvement should be a key goal. "Any group 
should have as its aim optimization over time of the larger system that the group 
operates in. Anything less than optimization of the whole system will bring eventual 
loss to every component in the system" (Deming, 1992). 
Training Programs 
Minnesota. Minneapolis Public Schools developed a list of competencies 
that they were seeking in a candidate as a principal for their turnaround schools. 
These competencies include detailed planning, ambitious goal setting and calculated 
risk taking. For each competency, a rating scale was developed for use during the 
interview and hiring process. A key factor in the interview process is using 
"behavior event interviews" which ask the interviewee to walk listeners step by step 
through an incident or situation based upon their past experiences and responses to 
those. This develops from the premise that ''the best predictor of future behavior is 
past behavior." 
Another practice in Minneapolis is the support and continued development of 
principals once they are hired. This is accomplished through professional 
development trainings, and also through a meaningful and informative evaluation 
process. Their final focus for turnaround principals is that of central support systems. 
In addition to a good hire and good professional development, the district level staff 
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must provide an ongoing commitment to the turnaround leader's support. Equally 
important is allowing the principals to work autonomously and with authority toward 
success within their own school (Steiner and Barrett, 2010). 
Virginia. The Commonwealth of Virginia developed a model to train 
turnaround specialists. This model, the Virginia School Turnaround Specialist 
Program (VSTSP), was sponsored by the Microsoft Corporation and was a joint 
venture between the University of Virginia School of Education and the Darden 
Graduate School of Business Administration. Its objective was to assist high-
poverty/low-performing schools in Virginia (Duke and Salmonowicz, 2010). 
This program approaches the entire district leadership team to "develop and 
sustain leadership capacity through large-scale organizational changes" as well as 
principal training. The program director is committed to the belief that working 
through the bureaucracy ofthe organization is critical to create change that is lasting. 
Still, the majority of the program's work surrounds the development ofthe 
transformational principal. The program includes on-site support for principals who 
are participants, assisting with developing opportunities for innovation, building a 
culture ofhigh expectations, and develop strategic plans. A liaison at the district 
level is developed through this program (McLester, 2011). 
SREB. The Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) has developed 19 
modules to train school principals to be effective school leaders. The SREB has 
worked with universities and state governing bodies to redesign their school 
leadership programs. These training programs have potential principals work on real-
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life problems that they could encounter in the school setting. Furthermore, they have 
identified 13 critical factors that are essential for effective school leadership. These 
critical factors include creating a clear mission; setting high expectations; 
encouraging quality instruction; implementing a caring environment; using data to 
inform decisions; staying focused; involving parents, understanding change; using 
sustained professional development; organizing time and resources; seeking support; 
and remaining open to new information. 
The SREB has a group of endorsed trainers that will also go to schools and 
districts to train sitting principals and their leadership teams. They insist that it is 
important to also train leadership teams because the roles and responsibilities of the 
principal have grown to the point that ensuring the success of all students is far too 
big for one person to do (Butler, 2008). 
CALL. The U.S. Department of Education funded a research project, the 
Comprehensive Assessment of Leadership for Learning (CALL), which uses 
feedback, through surveys, from educators in a school to provide feedback to school 
leadership on how best to improve student learning. CALL was developed with the 
input of educators from all grade levels, school administrators, and district 
administrators. 
The survey from CALL is divided into five domains including focusing on 
learning; monitoring teaching and learning; building nested learning communities; 
acquiring and allocating resources; and establishing a safe and effective learning 
environment. The survey data generates a descriptive action plan for the school 
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leader that prescribes ways to improve the educational setting in the five domains. 
The survey was tested with over 5,000 teachers in over 200 schools across the United 
States. 
The results for the field tests indicated that the CALL survey on leadership 
was able to predict school performance on state mandated assessments. The results 
show that school leaders who scored high on the CALL survey had higher student 
assessment scores in reading and mathematics, regardless of the student demographic 
groups. The data, from the research, also indicates that focusing on distributed 
leadership is an new approach that should be implemented by school leaders because 
it allows for the distribution of the weight of accountability pressures and school 
improvement to the whole school rather than squarely on the shoulders of one person, 
the principal (Halverson, Kelley, & Shaw, 2014). 
Kentucky. The Kentucky Department of Education, to help provide 
leadership training to school and district leaders, has started a partnership with the 
National Institute for School Leadership (NISL). NISL is a comprehensive twelve-
thirteen month training program that focuses on ''training in standards-based 
instructional systems aligned by KDE and NISL staff, training in data analysis skills 
related to student achievement data, capacity to take learning theory into practice, by 
providing skills and knowledge to enable principals to be instructional leaders in 
literacy, math, and science in their own schools, and training principals in distributed 
leadership strategies that will assist in developing the professional capacity of school 
staff'' (Kentucky Department of Education). This training requires principals to 
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attend two days per month. The principals are encouraged to immediately take their 
learning back to their perspectives schools and implement the covered strategies. 
Delineation ofWork 
Stephen Jenkins researched and wrote the first course titled, Implementing 
School Change. Randy Peffer researched and wrote the second course titled Data 
Informed Decision Making. Both contributed to the research and writing ofthe 
executive summary. 
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Capstone Project 
Introduction 
As a result of the turnaround school research in the review of literature, 
coursework was developed to address the whole concept of turning a school around 
from low-performing schools to fully functioning school with a good culture and 
climate, as well as, improved student achievement. The courses were designed to be 
delivered to both principals and teacher leaders wishing to acquire additional skills to 
address areas that impacts the performance designation of a school. This work, in the 
form oftwo educational leadership courses, was developed to assist current and 
future school leaders to ascertain the skills needed to lead the work to change low-
performing schools. 
Implementing school change. The first course, Implementing School 
Change, leads principal candidates through a protocol to identify and implement 
change based on data and feedback. The course is centered on the work of Timothy 
Knoster (1991) and his Leading and Managing Complex Change model. Participants 
in this course will learn to lead change through a multi-step process that requires 
leads them through creating a clear vision, reaching consensus among stakeholders, 
developing employee skills, providing incentives, securing resources, and developing 
an action plan. The vision has to be set with the end in mind. In essence, what would 
it look like if the vision were fully implemented. Second, it is necessary for 
participants to discuss how they will communicate the vision so that a consensus is 
reached by stakeholders. Third, the candidate must determine what additional skills 
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will be needed to implement the vision. Next, the candidate will discuss the 
incentives that will be used to keep all stakeholders involved in implementing the 
vision. The candidate will then decide what additional resources will be needed for 
implementation. Last, the participant will develop an action plan that outlines the 
process for implementing the vision. The participants will also learn how to 
implement the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) model for continuous improvement 
focusing on an area of improvement in their current work location. The PDSA model 
requires participants to develop a plan do address an existing problem, discuss how 
they will implement the process, what evidence they will collect to determine if the 
plan is working, and finally act on the results of the collected data. The culminating 
event for this course will be to present their PDSA model to either a leadership team 
or site-based decision making council. 
Data informed decision making. The second course, Data Informed 
Decision Making, requires participants to thoroughly examine assessment, behavior, 
and survey data from an elementary school (Appendix B), a middle school (Appendix 
C), or a high school (Appendix D). Based on the data analysis, participants will 
identify changes that can be accomplished as quick, short-term, or long-term fixes in 
both instructional and managerial areas. Quick fixes are changes that can be 
addressed in a very short period oftime, normally within the school year. Short-term 
fixes are changes that make take a little longer to complete, but typically within a 
couple of school years. Long-term fixes are changes that may take several school 
years. The participants will create a 30-60-90 day plan to address the needed changes 
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in the identified areas using S.M.A.R. T. (Specific, Measureable, Attainable, Realistic, 
and Time-bound) goals. The culminating event for this course will be for the 
participants to videotape themselves as if they were delivering their plan to the 
faculty at a faculty meeting. 
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Department of Foundational and Graduate Studies in Education 
Implementing School Change 
EDIL 699A- Fall20XX 
Faculty Name: 
Cell Phone: 
Office Hours: Online at all times; on campus by appointment 
Email Address: 
Course Description:_ This course focuses on effective steps and strategies to 
implement instructional and organization changes at low performing 
40 
schools. Strategies for successfully using these resources and their impact on leaders 
and the organizations they lead will be explored. 
This is a hybrid course and is a combination of asynchronous self-paced work and 
time sensitive class assignments. A timeline of class assignments is included. 
Assignments will only be eligible for maximum grading points if they are submitted 
by posted deadlines. 
Students unable to complete work due to extraordinary circumstances should contact 
the instructor to discuss partial credit. 
"Community Engagement: A Light to amlfromllte Mountains" 
The Pro fissional Education Unit at Morehead State University delivers rigorous, high 
quality programs that prepare profossionals informed by best national and international 
scholarship, plus research, literature, and experiences specific to Appalachia- preparing 
profossionals to improve the schools, quality of lifo, and the communities in which they live 
and serve. This statement is not only the strategic mission for the College, but it also 
incorporates the conceptual framework that guides all our activities. 
Conceptual Framework Outcomes (CFOs): 
The Unit and the faculty within individual programs assess the degree to which its 
graduates: 
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1. Master the content knowledge, professional and the twenty- first century skills 
need to make an optimal contribution to ''whole" student learning in education 
settings. 
41 
2. Are competent in the collection and use of data to inform decision -making and 
to demonstrate accountability for student learning. 
3. Demonstrate professional dispositions 
4. Are culturally competent and understand the regions from which they have come 
utilizing knowledge and experiences to effectively "bridge the gaps" (economic, 
achievement, and geographic) ensuring optimal learning for all students. 
5. Engage in authentic field experiences in collaboration with committed school -
based partners and are empowered to improve the quality of education throughout 
this region and beyond. 
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): By the end of this course, the candidate will 
be able to: 
1. Reflect and examine successful and ineffective initiatives that lead to or 
inhibit school improvement 
2. Understand and apply the Knoster Change Model to implement change 
for school improvement. 
3. Contrast successful and low-performing schools to develop a plan for 
change 
4. Explore topics such as culture and consensus to begin the change process 
5. Compare various avenues of individual and school self- assessment, and 
strategies for building healthy school cultures. 
6. Establish life-long practices that provide for optimal use of change 
strategies 
7. Evaluate and commit resources to clear hurdles to change 
8. To identify and help plan for change barriers that can happen as a result of 
new initiatives 
9. Use PDSA Model & Knoster Change Model to create a 30/60/90 day plan 
of school improvement 
Required Texts: 
Blanchard, K. H. (2009). Who killed change?: Solving the mystery of leading people 
through change. London: HarperCollins. ISBN: 9780061778933 
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DuFour, R., DuFour, R., Eaker, R., & Many, T. W. (2010). Learning by doing: A 
handbook for professional learning communities at work (2nd ed.). 
Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press. ISBN: 9781935542094 
NCATE/ EPSB Accreditation Alignment ofCFO's and SLO's: 
Implementing School Change 
Standards Kentucky KDE 
Initiatives 
ISLLC1 NCA1E2 TSSA3 Dispositions Dimensions& PPGES 
Functions 
Pre-activity 
for (A-6) 
(A-1) 1-6 1.1- 1-8 1.1-2, 2.1-2, All 
2,3.4,5.1 4.1-3, 5.1-4, 
Class 6.1 
Overview 
(A-2) 3-4, 6 3a 2-5 6 6.1,6.3 All 
Knoster 
Change Model 
(A-3) 1-6 1e, lf, 1-6 3;4; 5; 8 5.1; 5.2; 5.3 Domain 1 
1g,3c 
Creating a 
Vision for 
Change 
(A-4) &(A-5) 4,5,6 lf; 1g; 1-2,8 1.1-2,3.4, 5.1 Domain 2 
3c 
Creating 
Consensus/ 
Professional 
Learning-
skills 
(A-6) 3; 4; 5; Domain 4 
8 
Providing 
Incentives 
(A-7) 1-3, 5- 1e, 1g, 1-6 1;3; 7 1.1; 1.2; 2.1 Domain 4 
6 3c 
Committing 
Resources 
(A-8)&(A-9) 1-3 1e, 1g, 1-8 1.1-2, 6.1-3 Domain 1 
Develop an 
Action Plan 
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Implementing School Change 
Standards Kentucky 
ISLLC1 NCATE2 TSSA3 Dispositions 
(A-10) 2-5 1-6 2,5,6 
PDSA Model 
(A-11)-(A- All All 
14) 
Using the 
Models to 
create a 
change plan 
A-15) All All All All 
Final Exam 
'Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium Standards 
'NCATE Unit Standards 
3Technology Standards for School Administrators 
Dimensions& 
Functions 
All 
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KDE 
Initiatives 
PPGES 
Domain 1 
All 
All 
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Assignment/ Assessment Descriptions: 
Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699A Implementing School Change 
(A-1) 
Week 1 
Student introduction 
and overview of 
current work site. 
Due: Date 
100 points 
Description of Activity 
Details for submitting the below listed assignments can be found on the 
Assignments Page. Assignments will NOT be submitted on General 
Discussion Board. All assignments are due at 11:55 p.m. on the dates 
designated. Check Discussion Board for additional clarity. 
PRE-WORK: 
Read the book, Who Killed Change? By Ken Blanchard and John Britt 
This is a quick read that will touch on many of our weekly topics this 
semester. 
Each of you have worked in a K -12 setting sometime in your career in 
education. As in all schools, there are systems and structures in place that 
are working very well, while there are other systems and structures that are 
not working so well, or have not been established at all. Considering your 
current or most recent working environment, think about those systems 
and structures that are getting the desired results in your school and 
working well and those that have not delivered the intended results and not 
working well, or not established (I.e. a school wide intervention system for 
struggling students, advisor/advisee, etc ... ). Keep in mind that your 
perception will sway your ideas of effective and ineffective systems and 
structures. The intention is that your ideas will change and develop as you 
learn throughout the semester. Therefore, it is best to identifY systems and 
structures and not people or agendas. 
ASSIGNMENT: 
Go to General Discussion Board and complete the assignment below. 
1. IdentifY three (3) effective/successful instructional and/or 
organizational structures in your current work environment. 
2. What are the characteristics that make them effective/successful? 
3. What measures/data are collected and used to validate the 
effectiveness of the system/structure. 
4. IdentifY three (3) instructional and/or organizational structures that are 
ineffective/unsuccessful in your current work environment. 
5. What are the characteristics that cause you to label them 
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Course: EDIL 699A Implementing School Change 
ineffective/unsuccessful? 
6. What measures/data have been collected (or could be collected) that 
would validate that they are ineffective/unsuccessful? 
(A-2) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
Week2 
htt~s :/ /moreheadstateedu28 844my .share~oint. com/~ersonal/m032684 7 mo 
reheadstate edu/Documents/CaQstone%20Project/Managing%20ComQlex 
%20Change/KnosterMANAGINGCOMPLEXCHANGE.~df 
Introduction to 
Knoster Change Organizational Change Management: An Essential Part of the Service .. . 
Model httQS :/ /www .hdaa. com. au/Portals/0/whtQQr-09 15-org-change-mgmt. Qdf 
ASSIGNMENT: 
Read and study the Knoster Change Model. 
Assignment: Using one of the 3 effective/successful instructional or 
organizational structures/system in your current work environment from 
Due: Date week 1 assignment, discuss each step of the Knoster Change Model to 
demonstrate why the structure/system is effective/successful. Assignment 
must be at least 3 double-spaced typed pages using Times New Roman 12-
font and submitted on Blackboard. 
100 points 
Read one other submission from another classmate and offer feedback. 
(A-3) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
Week3 
htt~ ://blogs.edweek. org/teachers/classroom ga with larry ferlazzo/2015/ 
07/school culture rewired an interview with steve gruenert todd whita 
ker.html 
Creating a Vision 
htt~://www.educationworld.com/a admin/ admin/admin2 7 5. shtml 
ASSIGNMENT: Refer back to Assignment 1. Using one of the 3 
ineffective/unsuccessful instructional or organizational structures in your 
current work environment from week 1 assignment, develop a vision of 
what it would look like, sound, like, and feel like if it were successful. 
Discuss how would go about creating the vision, who you would include in 
Due: 
its development, and what data you would use as a basis for the vision. 
Assignment must be at least 3 double-spaced typed pages using Times 
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New Roman 12-font and submitted on Blackboard. Read one other 
submission from a classmate (different from last week) and offer feedback. 
100 points 
(A-4) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
Week4 
Learning By Doing (2nd edition) by Dufour, Dufour, Eaker, & Many Chp 
9: Consensus pg 225- 246 
Creating Consensus httQ://eds.b.ebscohost.com.msu.idm.oclc .org/ehost/Qdfviewer!Qdfviewer?si 
d=fi2fae09-915f-48ad-adf6-
966826820064%40sessionmgr103&vid=1&hid=103 
Due httQs://theQrinciQalshiQ.wikisQaces .com/file/view/Article.Consensus.BldgO 
OOl.pdf 
ASSIGNMENT: Refer to Assignment 3. Using the same 
100 points ineffective/unsuccessful instructional or organizational structure/systems in your current work environment from week 3 assignment, discuss how 
you would create consensus around the vision? How would you determine 
if you have consensus? How do you handle constituents who will not come 
to consensus? Assignment must be at least 3 double-spaced typed pages 
using Times New Roman 12-font and submitted on Blackboard Read one 
other submission from a classmate (different from weeks 2 and 3) and 
offer feedback. 
(A-5) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
WeekS 
http://eds.a.ebscohost.com.msu.idm.oclc.org/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?si 
d=46bc629d-618 4-4dd5-b 82d-
fa64b8a5d845%40sessionmgr4006&vid=1&hid=4203 
Professional 
Learning -skills httQ://eds.b.ebscohost.com.msu.idm.oclc.org/ehost/Qdfviewer!Qdfviewer?si 
d=a 7 a 1303 e-9d46-44f4-b8ac-
31bdcddcddc7%40sessionmgr101&vid=2&hid=103 
ASSIGNMENT: Using the same ineffective/unsuccessful instructional or 
organizational structure in your current work environment from week 3 
Due and 4 assignments, discuss the professional learning that will have to be 
provided to the staff prior to implementation. How will you ensure that all 
staff is adequately trained? Assignment must be at least 3 double-spaced 
typed pages using Times New Roman 12-font and submitted on 
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100 points Blackboard Read one other submission from a classmate (different from 
weeks 2-4) and offer feedback. 
(A-6) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
Week6 
Motivation: What Teachers Need to Know 
6 Ways to Motivate Teachers: Be the HoQe @coolcatteacher 
Providing Incentives 
Education World: Six Ways to Really Motivate Teachers 
ASSIGNMENT: Using the same ineffective/unsuccessful instructional or 
Due organizational structure in your current work environment used in previous 
weeks, discuss an incentive program that you would use to ensure 
successful implementation of this structure. What incentives would get the 
desired outcomes? Assignment must be at least 3 double-spaced typed 
100 points 
pages using Times New Roman 12-font and submitted on Blackboard 
Read one other submission from a classmate (different from weeks 2-4) 
and offer feedback. 
(A-7) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
Week7 
A Lack of Resources for Many Classrooms- NYTimes.com 
Committing 
Resources httQs://msu.idm.oclc.org/login?url=httQ://search.ebscohost.com/login.asQx? 
direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ764663&site=ehost-live 
Due 
100 Points ASSIGNMENT: Using the same ineffective/unsuccessful instructional or 
organizational structure in your current work environment from week 3 
and 4 assignments, what fiscal, time and human resources will be needed 
to implement the vision? 
(A-8) PRE-WORK: Read the following articles and complete a MANIC. 
Weeks8 & 9 
httl' :// ctb.ku. edu/ en/table-of-contents/structure/ strategic-l'lanning/ de vel Ol'-
Developing an action-Qlans/main 
Action Plan 
httQ://blog.envisio.com/7-reasons-schools-need-strategic-Qlanning 
Due 
REFLECTION: So far in this course, you have identified 3 effective and 
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100 Points 
(A-9) 
Week 10 
PDSA Model 
Due 
100 Points 
Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699A Implementing School Change 
ineffective structurers or systems in your current/previous educational 
setting. You have been using these with the Knoster model to make 
effective changes in your school. As you used these in your coursework 
and discussed with classmates on the discussion board, did you rethink 
your assumptions of what was effective and ineffective structures in place? 
If so, what changed them and why? Please post the answers on discussion 
board and comment on 2 other classmates posts. 
ASSIGNMENT: Using the same ineffective/unsuccessful instructional or 
organizational structure in your current work environment from week 3 
and 4 assignments, write a action plan that will guide the implementation 
of the vision. A planning template is provided in Appendix A. 
PRE-WORK: Read the following article and attached video, then 
complete a MANIC. 
http://www.uoc.cw/financesite/images/stories/NA01 Moen Norman fullp 
aper.pdf 
Video: https :/ /www .youtube .com/watch?v=nbPdDB 1 qw FM 
ASSIGNMENT: Develop a PDSA Model on the individual topic that you 
have been working on throughout the semester. You will present your 
PDSA model to the class in weeks 11- 14. 
(A-10) PRE-WORK: 
Week 11- 14 
Weeks 11 - 14 will be presentations on PDSA models. Your individual 
presentation must be done during class using technology (PowerPoint, 
Prezi, etc ... ) and can last no longer than 30 minutes. There will be five (5) 
Using PDSA presentations done each class meeting. During each presentation, all 
Models to create classmates will complete a rubric reflection guide and provide feedback to 
change presentations the presenter using the link below: 
Due 
200 Points 
http://www. ctcapstone .org/wp-content/uploads/20 15/0 5/table3 . jpg 
ASSIGNMENT: Each of you must present your PDSA model to a selected 
group at your current school. This group could include the Site-based 
decision making council (SBDM), the school's leadership team, your grade 
level team or department, etc ... The presentation must be videoed and 
uploaded to Blackboard as part of your final project. 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699A Implementing School Change 
(A-ll) Upload your final video project to Blackboard by (a specific date will be 
Week 15 given each semester). In addition, write a reflection describing to whom 
you presented and how it was received by that group. 
Final Project 
100 Points 
Grading Scale: 
89.5%- 100% A 
79.5% - 89.4% B 
69.5% - 79.4% c 
59.5% - 69.4% D 
Submitting Assignments: 
All written work must be submitted through MSU's online course management 
system (currently Blackboard) on the assigned date. 
MANIC Discussions 
• Each module will have a combination of online videos, course readings, 
readings in the text, or discussion prompts to be answered and responded 
to. Discussions in this course will be important. By responding online to 
course readings, students will discuss and analyze important concepts. 
Since this is a graduate level course, there is a lot of content to get 
through. The MANIC discussion posting strategy is one that we will use 
to try and get a better grasp on the course content. 
Your MANIC responses are designed to promote activity in the discussion. For each 
chapter of assigned readings, you will answer five questions: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
What was the Most important thing in the reading? 
What was something you Agree with in the reading? 
What was something you do Not agree with in the reading? 
What was something you found Interesting in the reading? 
What was something you found Confusing in the reading? 
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As you answer these questions, you should quote directly from the text and follow it 
up with a detailed, well thought out explanation of why you feel the way you do. For 
example, I expect something like this: 
"AGREE: Yang and Tang (2003) found that those networks which "consist of 
relations through which individuals share resources such as information, 
assistance, and guidance" are "positively related to student performance" both 
in face to face and online settings. 
Well, this just makes *sense*, doesn't it.? In an environment where students 
(learners) are working together, helping each other, and providing guidance, 
wouldn't there be better student performance.? I don't know how it couldn't 
be negatively correlated. Where there's a real learning community, there are 
more meaningful interactions, both student/student and student/ content. And 
those will obviously lead to higher performance." 
For each module's assigned readings, you will choose to be responsible for two 
things: 1) Your own MANIC responses (and you MUST answer all five questions for 
each chapter assigned) are REQUIRED FOR ALL, and 2) at least two-meaningful, 
graduate level, responses to your classmates. When you respond to a classmate, you 
do not have to respond to each of their MANIC comments; you may select one 
thought only to comment on. Additionally, you will be responsible for maintaining 
the discussion in your own post. Make sure you go back and check your own posts 
to address any questions or comments that have been directed to you. 
• Graduate level reading responses are sometimes difficult to quantify . 
As you can see in the above example, the response included the 
writer's thoughts about what was written as well as insight into the 
implications of what was written. I will never count words, but you 
should take note that your instructor would take somewhere between 
60 and 100 words *at a minimum* to meaningfully respond to each of 
the five questions as well as respond to the classmate responses. In 
other words, just agreeing or disagreeing doesn't count as a graduate-
level response. 
Attendance Policy: 
This is a hybrid course and is a combination of asynchronous self-paced work and 
time sensitive class assignments. A timeline of class assignments is included. 
Assignments will only be eligible for maximum grading points if they are submitted 
by posted deadlines. 
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Students unable to complete work due to extraordinary circumstances should contact 
the instructor to discuss partial credit. 
Academic Honesty 
As noted in MSU's Academic Honesty policy, cheating, fabrication, plagiarism or 
helping others to commit these acts will not be tolerated. Academic dishonesty will 
result in severe disciplinary action including, but not limited to, failure of the student 
assessment item or course, and/ or dismissal from MSU. If you are not sure what 
constitutes academic dishonesty, read the Eagle: Student Handbook or ask your 
instructor. An example of plagiarism is copying information from the internet when 
appropriate credit is not given. The policy is located at http://morehead-
st. edu/units/studentlife/handbookl academicdishonesty. html 
Academic honesty includes: 
* Doing one's own work without extensive assistance from others 
* Giving credit for the work of others, especially when words of another person are 
drawn from electronic sources such as the Internet, or from written documents. 
* Using all information resources without plagiarism 
Electronic media (e.g. e-mail, internet, etc.) provides students opportunity to research 
and read a wide variety of reference material. Additionally, this media makes it easy 
to copy and paste from one document to another. Including direct quotes or 
paraphrases of information without giving the original author credit is called 
plagiarism. Other examples of plagiarism include using definitions of terms or key 
phrases from a source as if the definitions are your own or copying information from 
websites as a part of a summary without crediting the original author. 
In the past, a few students have submitted work as their own that was completed and 
submitted by other students from earlier semesters. Obviously, this is a form of 
plagiarism. Students should be aware that a data base of previously submitted work 
will be used in combating plagiarism. Students submitting previously submitted work 
(either in part or in whole) will be cited for plagiarism. Students sharing their work 
with others may be cited for complicity to plagiarism. 
Students who are suspected of plagiarism will be provided written evidence (either 
hard copy or electronic copy) of the suspected plagiarism. Upon receiving the 
evidence ofthe suspected 
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plagiarism, students have ten (10) calendar days to provide proof that the work 
submitted is not plagiarized. Students who are not successful in responding to the 
charge of plagiarism will be cited for plagiarism. Notice will be sent to the Chair of 
the Professional Program in Education, the Dean ofthe College of Education, and the 
Dean of Graduate Programs. The notice will become a part of the student's record. 
Students with plagiarism notations as a part of their record will NOT be 
recommended for program completion. 
It is the student's responsibility to understand what constitutes plagiarism. There are a 
variety of online resources that provide assistance in understanding and examples of 
plagiarism. Some ofthese online resources include: 
http:// gervaseprograms. georgetown.edu/hc/plagiarism.html, 
http :1 /www. indiana. edu/ ~wts/ pamphlets/plagiarism. shtml, 
http://tumitin.com/research site/e what is plagiarism.html, 
http ://www.dartmouth.edu/~sources/about/what.html 
Lack ofknowledge of what constitutes plagiarism is NOT an acceptable defense 
when cited for suspected plagiarism. Questions about plagiarism and its impact on 
program completion should be directed to the instructor. 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): 
In compliance with the ADA, all students with a documented disability are entitled to 
reasonable accommodations and services to support their academic success and 
safety. Though a request for services may be made at any time, services are best 
applied when they are requested at or before the start of the semester. To receive 
accommodations and services the student should immediately contact the Disability 
Services Coordinator in the Office of Academic and Career Services, 223 Allie 
Young Hall, 606-783-5188, www.moreheadstate.edu/acs/ 
Campus Safety Statement: 
Emergency response information will be discussed in class. Students should 
familiarize themselves with the nearest exit routes in the event evacuation becomes 
necessary. You should notify your instructor at the beginning ofthe semester if you 
have special needs or will require assistance during an emergency evacuation. 
Students should familiarize themselves with emergency response protocols at 
http://www.moreheadstate.edu/emergency. 
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Department of Foundational and Graduate Studies in Education 
Data Informed Decision-Making 
EDIL 699B- Spring20XX 
Faculty Name: 
Cell Phone: 
Office Hours: Online at all times; on campus by appointment 
Email Address: 
Cow·se Description:_ This course focuses on effective steps and strategies to 
implement instructional and organization changes at low performing 
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schools. Strategies for successfully using these resources and their impact on leaders 
and the organizations they lead will be explored. 
This is a hybrid course and is a combination of asynchronous self-paced work and 
time sensitive class assignments. A timeline of class assignments is included. 
Assignments will only be eligible for maximum grading points if they are submitted 
by posted deadlines. 
Students unable to complete work due to extraordinary circumstances should contact 
the instructor to discuss partial credit. 
"CommuniJy Engagement: A Light to and from/he Mountains' 
The Profossional Education Unit at Morehead State University delivers rigorous, high 
quality programs that prepare profossionals informed by best national and international 
scholarship, plus research, literature, and experiences specific to Appalachia-preparing 
professionals to improve the schools, quality of lifo, and the communities in which they live 
and serve. This statement is not only the strategic mission for the College, but it also 
incorporates the conceptual framework that guides all our activities. 
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Conceptual Framework Outcomes (CFOs): 
The Unit and the faculty within individual programs assess the degree to which its 
graduates: 
I. Master the content knowledge, professional and the twenty- first century 
skills need to make an optimal contribution to "whole" student learning in 
education settings. 
2. Are competent in the collection and use of data to inform decision- making 
and to demonstrate accountability for student learning. 
3. Demonstrate professional dispositions 
4. Are culturally competent and understand the regions from which they have 
come utilizing knowledge and experiences to effectively "bridge the gaps" 
(economic, achievement, and geographic) ensuring optimal learning for all 
students. 
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5. Engage in authentic field experiences in collaboration with committed school 
-based partners and are empowered to improve the quality of education 
throughout this region and beyond. 
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): By the end of this course, the candidate will 
be able to: 
I. Analyze pertinent student, faculty, and community data. 
2. Explore research on effective curriculum and classroom instruction. 
3. Network instructional "best practices" from local schools and districts via the 
Internet and site visits. 
4. Examine strategies that model the development of human capital and positive 
relationships in the school environment, including effective individual growth 
plan models. 
5. Demonstrate an understanding of the variety of areas of instructional 
responsibility in the school leadership setting, and how they connect to and 
support an effective positive learning culture and student achievement. 
6. Demonstrate an understanding of how to transform a school in meeting the 
diverse needs of the school community, including individual student 
achievement gaps and also those with advanced learning needs. 
7. Describe and contrast research on effective leadership and organizational 
change. 
8. Develop an awareness and appreciation of the importance of ethical leadership 
in leading an organization. 
9. Demonstrate skills that facilitate rigorous curriculum, engaging instruction, 
professional development, and comprehensive assessment system. 
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NCATE/ EPSB Accreditation Alignment ofCFO's and SLO's: 
Data Informed Decision-Making 
Standards 
II 
Kentucky IKDE ~mtlatlves 
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I Data Informed Decision-Making I 
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Assignment/ Assessment Descriptions: 
Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
Assessment Description of Activity 
(Point value) 
(B-1) 
!Principal 
Introduction 
Weeki 
100 points 
(B-2) 
lpata Analysis 
Weeks 
2&3 
Details for submitting the below listed assignments can be found on 
he Assignments Page. Assignments will NOT be submitted on 
General Discussion Board. All assignments are due at 11:55 p.m. on 
he dates designated. Check Discussion Board for additional 
clarity. 
You have been hired as the new principal of a priority school. Write 
a newspaper article about yourself (in 3rd person) that introduces you 
o the school community and the community at-large. Include such 
information as your post secondary education experience, current 
and previous professional work experience, any professional awards 
or accolades, professional organizations that you may belong, 
family life (optional), and your goals for the school. You may 
include quotes in the article in response to questions that a reporter 
may ask. Include any other pertinent information that you see fit. 
Be creative. 
Post your article in Blackboard. Read at least two other articles 
from your classmates and offer feedback. 
You will be grouped according to your current teaching assignment 
(elementary, middle, or high). Each group will be responsible to 
examine the data of a priority school. The data will be divided into 
wo categories: 1) student academic performance data which 
includes: KPREP performance achievement data, gap data, growth 
data, Advanced Placement (AP) data, where applicable, and 
college/career readiness data, where applicable, and 2) managerial 
data which include: learning environment data, safety data, TELL 
survey data, and graduation rate data, where applicable, for the 
respective schools, . Each group should thoroughly examine the 
data and answer the following questions for each type of data: 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
100 points 
p===~ (B-3) 
Quick Fix, 
Short-term, 
and Long-
term 
Week4 
100 Points 
1. What does the data tell us? 
2. What does the data not tell us? 
Each group will submit a narrated Power Point presentation with all 
group members narrating a portion of the presentation. The 
presentation should be no longer than 20 minutes in length, ensuring 
hat each question above is fully answered. 
The data is located in Appendix B (elementary), Appendix C 
(Middle) or Appeindix D (High). 
From the previous assignment, focus on your list generated from the 
question, "What does the data tell us?" Separate this list into three 
(3) categories: 151 - "Quick fixes" -those items that can be 
addressed fairly quickly and with minimal resources (either fiscal or 
human), 2"d- "Short-tenn fixes" -those items that will need 
additional resources (fiscal and/or human) and will need time (a 
minimum of one school year) to plan and implement, and 3rd-
"Lom:-tenn fixes" -those items that are long-range goals 
(two/three school years) that may require a major change in the 
current operational procedure in the school in terms of fiscal 
allocation, personnel, and potential district office involvement. 
From each categorical list (quick, short-term, and long-term fixes), 
rank order each of the items in these lists from most immediate need 
o least immediate need. Once ranked, circle the top three (3) items 
hat have curriculum/instruction implications and the top three (3) 
items that have managerial implications. 
In Blackboard, each group should complete and submit the 
following table: 
Curriculum/instruction 
Curriculum/instruction 
Curriculum/instruction 
Managerial 
Managerial 
Managerial 
Quick fix Short-term Long-term 
fix fix I I I 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
(B-4) 
Instructional 
!Leadership 
WeekS 
100 Points 
In order to develop a plan of action, aside from being data informed, 
it is important to determine the root cause ("What the data is not 
elling us") behind the data. In the following weeks, each assigned 
group will be brainstorming ways to help find the root causes of the 
curriculum/instructional and managerial data. 
During this week, focus on the three (3) items in your table 
(submitted last week) marked as "Quick fixes and 
Curriculum/Instruction". 
To assist your group in finding the root cause of the data, for each of 
he three (3) items from your table: 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of additional data that you 
would like to see 
2. Where could you find that additional data? 
3. Develop a comprehensive list of specific questions that you 
would like answered that pertain to the data 
4. To whom (which stakeholders) would you ask those 
questions? 
For this assignment, each group will post the preceding information 
on Blackboard. 
Individually, you are to read another group's entry and offer at least 
one recommendation for additional data to be sought and one 
additional questions to be asked. 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
(B-5) 
'lvf anagerial 
leadership 
Week6 
100 Points 
(B-6) 
Instructional 
!Leadership in 
short-term 
Week7 
100 Points 
During this week, focus on the three (3) items in your table marked 
as "Quick fixes and Managerial". 
To assist your group in finding the root cause of the data, for each of 
he three (3) items from your table:, 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of additional data that you 
would like to see 
2. Where could you find that additional data? 
3. Develop a comprehensive list of specific questions that you 
would like answered that pertain to the data 
4. To whom (which stakeholders) would you ask those 
questions? 
For this assignment, each group will post the preceding information 
on Blackboard. 
Individually, you are to read another group's entry and offer at least 
one recommendation for additional data to be sought and one 
additional questions to be asked. 
During this week, focus on the three (3) items in your table marked 
as "Short-term and Curriculum/Instruction". 
To assist your group in finding the root cause of the data, for each of 
he three (3) items from your table: 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of additional data that you 
would like to see 
2. Where could you find that additional data? 
3. Develop a comprehensive list of specific questions that you 
would like answered that pertain to the data 
4. To whom (which stakeholders) would you ask those 
questions? 
For this assignment, each group will post the preceding information 
on Blackboard. Individually, you are to read another group's entry 
and offer at least one recommendation for additional data to be 
sought and one additional questions to be asked. 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
(B-7) 
'lvf anagerial 
!Leadership in 
short-term 
WeekS 
100 Points 
p=====: (B-8) 
Instructional 
!Leadership 
!Long-term 
Weeks 9 
100 Points 
During this week, focus on the three (3) items in your table marked 
as "Short-term and Managerial". 
To assist your group in finding the root cause of the data, for each of 
he three (3) items from your table: 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of additional data that you 
would like to see 
2. Where could you find that additional data? 
3. Develop a comprehensive list of specific questions that you 
would like answered that pertain to the data 
4. To whom (which stakeholders) would you ask those 
questions? 
For this assignment, each group will post the preceding information 
on Blackboard. 
Individually, you are to read another group's entry and offer at least 
one recommendation for additional data to be sought and one 
additional questions to be asked. 
During this week, focus on the three (3) items in your table marked 
as "Long-term and Curriculum/Instruction". 
To assist your group in finding the root cause of the data, for each of 
he three (3) items from your table: 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of additional data that you 
would like to see 
2. Where could you find that additional data? 
3. Develop a comprehensive list of specific questions that you 
would like answered that pertain to the data 
4. To whom (which stakeholders) would you ask those 
questions? 
For this assignment, each group will post the preceding information 
on Blackboard. 
Individually, you are to read another group's entry and offer at least 
one recommendation for additional data to be sought and one 
additional questions to be asked. 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
(B-9) 
'lvf anagerial 
!Leadership 
!Long-term 
Week 10 
100 Points 
(B-10) 
30-60-90 day 
lplan 
Weeks 
11 & 12 
100 Points 
During this week, focus on the three (3) items in your table marked 
as "Long-term and Managerial". 
To assist your group in finding the root cause of the data, for each of 
he three (3) items from your table: 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of additional data that you 
would like to see 
2. Where could you find that additional data? 
3. Develop a comprehensive list of specific questions that you 
would like answered that pertain to the data 
4. To whom (which stakeholders) would you ask those 
questions? 
For this assignment, each group will post the preceding information 
on Blackboard. 
Individually, you are to read another group's entry and offer at least 
one recommendation for additional data to be sought and one 
additional questions to be asked. 
The remainder of this course and all submitted work will be 
done individually. 
Using the information and feedback that your group received from 
weeks 5 -10, individually, write your own 30-60-90 day entry plan 
(centered only on curriculum/instruction) as to how you would 
ransition into being the principal of the assigned school. 
Your plan should include S.M.A. R. T. goals, (Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic, and Time bound), a list of data to be collected, 
and how the data will be collected. Write your plan in such a way 
hat it can be presented to the school community. 
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Program: School Principal 
Course: EDIL 699B Data Informed Decision-Making 
(B-11) 
30-60-90 day 
lplan 
Using the information and feedback that your group received from 
weeks 5 -10, individually, write your own 30-60-90 day entry plan 
(centered only on building management) as to how you would 
ransition into being the principal of the assigned school. 
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Weeks 
13& 14 
Your plan should include S.M.A. R. T. goals, (Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic, and Time bound), a list of data to be collected, 
and how the data will be collected. Write your plan in such a way 
hat it can be presented to the school community. 
100 Points 
(B-12) Prepare a 20-30 minute video of yourself presenting either one of 
your 30-60-90 day plans. The video should be recorded as if you 
!Final Project were presenting the plan to your faculty at a faculty meeting. 
Upload your video to Blackboard. 
Week 15 
200 Points 
Grading Scale: 
89.5%- 100% A 
79.5% - 89.4% B 
69.5% - 79.4% c 
59.5% - 69.4% D 
Submitting Assignments: 
All written work must be submitted through MSU's online course management 
system (currently Blackboard) on the assigned date. 
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Attendance Policy: 
This is a hybrid course and is a combination of asynchronous self-paced work and 
time sensitive class assignments. A time line of class assignments is included. 
Assignments will only be eligible for maximum grading points if they are submitted 
by posted deadlines. 
Students unable to complete work due to extraordinary circumstances should contact 
the instructor to discuss partial credit. 
Academic Honesty 
As noted in MSU's Academic Honesty policy, cheating, fabrication, plagiarism or 
helping others to commit these acts will not be tolerated. Academic dishonesty will 
result in severe disciplinary action including, but not limited to, failure of the student 
assessment item or course, and/ or dismissal from MSU. If you are not sure what 
constitutes academic dishonesty, read the Eagle: Student Handbook or ask your 
instructor. An example of plagiarism is copying information from the internet when 
appropriate credit is not given. The policy is located at http://morehead-
st. edu/units/studentlife/handbook/ academic dishonesty .html 
Academic honesty includes: 
* Doing one's own work without extensive assistance from others 
* Giving credit for the work of others, especially when words of another person are 
drawn from electronic sources such as the Internet, or from written documents. 
* Using all information resources without plagiarism 
Electronic media (e.g. e-mail, internet, etc.) provides students opportunity to research 
and read a wide variety of reference material. Additionally, this media makes it easy 
to copy and paste from one document to another. Including direct quotes or 
paraphrases of information without giving the original author credit is called 
plagiarism. Other examples of plagiarism include using definitions of terms or key 
phrases from a source as if the definitions are your own or copying information from 
websites as a part of a summary without crediting the original author. 
In the past a few students have submitted work as their own that was completed and 
submitted by other students from earlier semesters. Obviously, this is a form of 
plagiarism. Students should be aware that a data base of previously submitted work 
will be used in combating plagiarism. Students submitting previously submitted work 
(either in part or in whole) will be cited for plagiarism. Students sharing their work 
with others may be cited for complicity to plagiarism. 
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Students who are suspected of plagiarism will be provided written evidence (either 
hard copy or electronic copy) of the suspected plagiarism. Upon receiving the 
evidence of the suspected 
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plagiarism, students have ten (10) calendar days to provide proof that the work 
submitted is not plagiarized. Students who are not successful in responding to the 
charge of plagiarism will be cited for plagiarism. Notice will be sent to the Chair of 
the Professional Program in Education, the Dean ofthe College of Education, and the 
Dean of Graduate Programs. The notice will become a part of the student's record. 
Students with plagiarism notations as a part of their record will NOT be 
recommended for program completion. 
It is the student's responsibility to understand what constitutes plagiarism. There are a 
variety of online resources that provide assistance in understanding and examples of 
plagiarism. Some ofthese online resources include: 
http:/ I gervasepro grams. georgetown. edu/hc/p lagiarism.html, 
http://www. indiana. edu/~wts/pamphlets/p lagiarism. shtml, 
http://tumitin.com/research site/e what is plagiarism.html, 
http ://www.dartmouth. edu/~sources/about/what.html 
Lack ofknowledge of what constitutes plagiarism is NOT an acceptable defense 
when cited for suspected plagiarism. Questions about plagiarism and its impact on 
program completion should be directed to the instructor. 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): 
In compliance with the ADA, all students with a documented disability are entitled to 
reasonable accommodations and services to support their academic success and 
safety. Though a request for services may be made at any time, services are best 
applied when they are requested at or before the start of the semester. To receive 
accommodations and services the student should immediately contact the Disability 
Services Coordinator in the Office of Academic and Career Services, 223 Allie 
Young Hall, 606-783-5188, www.moreheadstate.edu/acs/ 
Campus Safety Statement: 
Emergency response information will be discussed in class. Students should 
familiarize themselves with the nearest exit routes in the event evacuation becomes 
necessary. You should notify your instructor at the beginning ofthe semester if you 
have special needs or will require assistance during an emergency evacuation. 
Students should familiarize themselves with emergency response protocols at 
http :1 /www .moreheadstate. edu/ emergency 
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Appendices 
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Appendix A 
Vision: 
Consensus will have 
been reached when ... 
Required 
Professional 
Learning .... 
Incentive Program .... 
Strategies/ Activities Person(s) 
to implement Responsible: Who initiative: 
will do it? What will be done? 
EDIL 699A Planning Template 
Define success: 
Resources Needed: What measure(s) will be 
Funding, Time, People, Materials? used to determine 
impact? 
Time line: 
This should 
be complete 
by? 
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Appendix B 
ANYWHERE ELEMENTARY GRADE LEVEL DATA 
GRADE PCT 
SCH NAME CONTENT TYPE LEVEL DISAGG LABEL NBR TESTED PCT NOVICE APPRENTICE 
Anywh~re Elomentary Mathematlc.s 03 All Students 82 28.0 41.5 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Male 34 17.6 47.1 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Female 48 35.4 37.5 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 White (Non·Hisp•nlc) 23 26.1 34.8 
Anywhere ElementaiY Mathematics 03 African American 27 29.6 44.4 
Anywhere Elementary MathemJtics 03 Hispanic 27 29.6 44.4 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematic:s 03 Asian 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 American Indian or Alaska Native 
Anywher~ Elementary Mathematic$ 03 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
Anywhere Elementar Mathematic.s 03 Two or more races 5' 
Anywhere Elementar Mathematics 03 Migrant 1' 
Anywh&re El~mentary Mathematic-s 03 English l~atners 21 38.1 38.1 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Gifted/Talented N/A N/A N/A 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Free/Reduced·Price Meals 69 30.4 43.5 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematic-s 03 Disability.With IEP (Total) 9" 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Di<ablllty·With IEP (not Including Alternate) 9' 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Dlsabilitv·Wlth Accommodation (not including Alternate) 4' 
An where Elementary Mathema-tic..s 03 Ois.abilitv·Mernate Onlv 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 03 Gap Group (non·duplicated) 72 30.6 43.1 
Anvwher~ Elementary Reading 03 All5tudenu 82 42.7 24.4 
An~vhere Elcmenta~ Reading 03 Male 34 41.2 17.6 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 Female 48 43.8 29.2 
Anywhe(~ Elementary Reading 03 White (Non·Hispanlc) 23 34.8 13.0 
Anywhere ElemcnU1r Reading 03 Afric:an American 27 44.4 33.3 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 Hispanic 27 51.9 22.2 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 Asian 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 American rndlan or Alaska Native 
Anywhere Elementary ReadlnR 03 Native Hiwaiian or Other Pacific islander 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 Two or more r3ces s· 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 Migrant l. 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 English Learners 21. 
Anywhere Elcmont:Jry Read ins 03 Gifted/Talented N/A N/A N/A 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 F~e/Reduced·Prlee Meals 69 46.4 27.5 
Anywhere Elementary ReadinR 03 Disability· With IEP (Total) 9• 
Anvwhere Elementary Reading 03 Oisablllty·With IEP (not including Alternate) 9. 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 03 Disability· With AccommodaUon {not including Alternate) .. 
Anywhere Elementarv Reading 03 Olsabllitv·Aiternate Onlv 
Anywhere Elefl"tentary ReadinR: 03 Gap Group tnon·duplicated) 72 45.8 26,4 
Anywhere Elementary language Mechanits 04 Al1 5tudents so 46.3 35.0 
Anywhere Elementary language Mechanics 04 Male 49 51.0 38.8 
Anvwhere Elementary unguage Methanies 04 Female 31 38.7 29.0 
Anywhere Elementary language Me<hanlcs 04 White Non·Hispanic 20 50.0 25.0 
Anywhere Elementary Language Mechanics 04 Afrlca.n American 24 58.3 33.3 
Anywhere Elementary language Me<hanics 04 Hispanic 29 41.4 44.8 
PCT PCT PCT PROFICIENT or 
PROFICIENT DISTINGUISHED DISTINGUISHED 
25.6 4.9 30.5 
32.4 2.9 35.3 
20.8 6.3 27.1 
30.4 8.7 39.1 
25.9 0.0 25.9 
22.2 3.7 25.9 
23.8 0.0 23.8 
ti/A N/A N/A 
24.6 1.4 26.1 
25.0 1.4 26.4 
25.6 7.3 32.9 
32.4 8.8 41.2 
20.8 6.3 27.1 
39.1 13.0 52.2 
14.8 7.4 22.2 
25.9 0.0 25.9 
N/A N/A N/A 
23.2 2.9 26.1 
23.6 4.2 27.8 
10.0 8.8 18.8 
8 •. 2 2.0 10.2 
12.9 19.4 32.3 
15.0 10.0 25.0 
0.0 8 .3 8.3 
6.9 6.9 13.8 
PCT 
BONUS 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
N/A 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
N/A. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
L__ Q:O 
NAPD 
CAlCULATION 
51.3 
58.9 
45.9 
ss.s 
48.1 
48.1 
42.9 
N/A 
47.9 
48.0 
45.1 
50.0 
41.7 
58.7 
38.9 
37.0 
N/A 
39.9 
41.0 
36.3 
29.6 
46.8 
37.5 
25.0 
36.2 
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Anywhere Etemantatv language Mechanics 04 Asian 
Anywhere Elementary language Mechanics 04 American Indian or Alaska Native 
Anywhere Elementary language M echanics 04 Native Hawaiian or Other Paciftc Islander 
Anywh(ue Elementary Language Mechanics 04 Two or more races 
Anywhere Elementary Language Mechanics 04 Migrant 
Anywhere Elementary LanP.uage Mechanics 04 English learners 
Anywhere El~mentarv t..angut'lge Mec:hanic.s 04 Gifte<I/Tolented 
Anywhere Elementary Language Mechanics 04 Free/Reduoed·Price Meals 
Anywhere Elementary Laneuae.e Mechanics 04 Oi>ability-With IEP (Total 
Anywhere Elementary Language Mechanics 04 Obability-With IEP (not including Alternate) 
Anywhere Elementary language Mechanics 04 Disability-With Aecommoda.tion (not Including Alternate~ 
Anywhere Elementary Language Mechanics 04 Disability-Alternate Only 
Anywhere Elemente~rv language Me.;hanits 04 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
Anywhere Elementar Mitthematics 04 All Students 
Anywhere Elem&ntaty Mathematies 04 Male 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 04 Fe mal~ 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 04 White Non-Hisoanic 
Any\vherc er·cmentarv M~thcmOlties 04 Afric~n AmeriC:;.tn 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 04 Hlspank 
Anywhere Elementarv Mathematies 04 Asian 
Anywhere Elementar Mathematics 04 Americ~m Indian or Alaska Native 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 04 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
Anvwhere Elementary M athematics 04 Two or more races 
Anywhere Elementary M•theme~tics 04 Migrant 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 04 English Learners 
Anywher~ Elementary M athemat1cs 04 Gifted/Talented 
Anywhere Elemente~r M athematics 04 Free/Reduced·Pric.e M eals 
AAvwhere Elementar Mathematics 04 Disability-With fEP (Total) 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics 04 Disabillty·With IEP (not including Alternate) 
Anywhere Elementary M athematics 04 Di>ablllty-With Accommodation (not including Alternate) 
Anywhere Elementarv M athematics 04 Disabilitv-Aitemate Only 
Anywhere Elementary Mithematics 04 Gop Group (non·duplicoted) 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 All Students 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Male 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Female 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 White (Non-Hi.spanic) 
Anywhere Efement_ary Readin2 04 African American 
Anywhere Elementary Ree~d ing 04 Hispanic 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Asian 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 American Indian or Alaska Native 
Anywhere Elementary Reading_ 04 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific hi onder 
Anywhere Elementary Readi ng 04 Two or more races 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Migrant 
Anywhere Elementary Reoding 04 English Learners 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Gifted Talented 
Anywhere Elementary Rei-ding 04 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Olsablllty-With IEP (Total 
Anywhere Elementarv Readinf 04 Oisability-Wit h IEP (not includinR Alternate 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Disability-With Accommodation (not Including Attort"\lC) 
Anywhere Elementary Reading 04 Olsablllty·Aiternote Only 
7' 
2" 
21 47.6 47.6 4.8 
69 47.8 36.2 10.1 
14 71.4 28.6 0.0 
14 71.4 28.6 0.0 
13" 
73 46.6 37.0 9.6 
80 28.8 38.8 27.5 
49 34.7 28.6 32.7 
31 19.4 54.8 19.4 
zo· 
24 29.2 41 .7 25.0 
29 37.9 41.4 17.2 
7• 
2' 
21 47.6 38.1 9.5 
69 31.9 36.2 27.5 
14 50.0 35.7 7.1 
14 50.0 35.7 7.1 
13' 
13 31.S 38.4 26.0 
80 38.8 32.5 26.3 
49 42.9 30.6 24.5 
31 32.3 35.5 29.0 
20' 
24 50.0 2S.O 25.0 
29 34.5 44.8 17.2 
,. 
2' 
21 47.6 38.1 9.5 
69 40.6 31.9 24.6 
14 64.3 14.3 21.4 
14 64.3 14.3 21.4 
13' 
0.0 4.8 
5.8 15.9 
0.0 0 .0 
0.0 0.0 
6.8 16.4 
s.o 32.5 
4.1 36.7 
6.5 25.8 
4.2 29.2 
3.4 20.7 
4.8 14.3 
4.3 31.9 
7.1 14.3 
7.1 14.3 
4.1 30.1 
2.5 28.8 
2.0 26.5 
3 .2 32.3 
0.0 25.0 
3.4 20.7 
4 .8 14.3 
2.9 27.5 
0.0 21.4 
0.0 21.4 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
28.6 
34.0 
14.3 
14.3 
34.9 
51.9 
51.0 
53.2 
50.1 
41.4 
33.4 
so.o 
32.2 
32.2 
49.3 
45.1 
4 1.8 
50.1 
37.5 
43.1 
33.4 
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Anywher~ Elemtntarv Reading 04 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
Anywhere Element;e~ry Mathematic$ OS All St.udtnts 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics OS Male 
Anywher~ Elementary Mat.homatlcs OS Female 
Anl"vhere Elementary Mathematics OS White (Non·Hispanlc) 
Anvwhere Elementary Mathematics OS African American 
Anywhere Element\lry Mathematics OS Hisp01nic 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics OS Asian 
Anywhere Elementary Mathemalies OS American Indian or Alaska Native 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematic-s OS Native Hawaiian or Other Pac:ific: lsfander 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics OS Two or more races 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematics OS Migrant 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematic.$ OS Eng_li$h l earners 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematic$ OS Gifted/Talented 
Anywhere Elementary Mathematic.s OS Free/Reduc~·Prlce Meals 
Anywhere Elementary M athematics OS Disablllty·With IEP (Total) 
Anywhere Elementar Mathematios OS Disabilitv·With IEP not including Alternate 
Anywhere Elementary Mathemettics OS Disability· With Accommodation (not including Alternate) 
Anywhere ffementary Mathematics OS Disablllty·Aiternate only 
Anywhere Elementar Mathematics OS Gap Group {non-duplicated) 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS All Students 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Male 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Female 
Anywhere Etementar Reading OS White (Non-Hispanic) 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS African American 
Anvwhert: Elementary Reading OS Hispanic 
Anywhere Elem~ntarv ReadinR OS Asian 
Any111here Elementa ry Reading OS American Indian or Alaska Native 
Anywhere Elementa_ry Reading OS Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Two or more races 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Migrant 
Anywhe:re Elementary Reading OS English learners 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Girted/Talented 
Anvwhere Elementary Reading OS Free/Reduced-Price Meals 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Olsablllty·Wlth IEP (Total 
Anywhere Elementary ReadlnR OS Disability· With iEP (not Including Alternate I 
Anywhere Eltmtntarv Readlnft OS Disabllitv·Wlth Accommodation {not including Alternate) 
Anywhere Ele_ment<uy Reading OS Diubility·Aiternate Only 
Anywhere Elementary Reading OS Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS All Students 
Anywhere Elemo.ntary Social Studies OS Male 
Anywhere Elementary SOcia l Studies OS Female 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS White (Non-Hispanic) 
Anywhere Elementery Social Studies OS African American 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Hispanic 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Asian 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Atnerlc.an Indian or Alaska Native 
An_ywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
Anywhere Etement3r Social Studies OS Two or more races 
Anywhere ElemenUtry Socl81 Studies OS M igrant 
73 41.1 31.5 24.7 
66 so.o 34.8 13.6 
29 58.6 27.6 13.8 
37 43.2 40.5 13.S 
16' 
31 61.3 29.0 9.7 
17 S2 .• 9 29.4 17.6 
1 ' 
1' 
6' 
3' 
60 S1.7 3S.O 13.3 
13" 
13" 
11' 
62 S1.6 33.9 14,5 
66 48.S 2S.8 22.7 
29 62.1 20.7 13.8 
37 37.8 29.7 29.7 
16" 
31 S4.8 22.6 19.4 
1 7 S8.8 17.6 23.S 
1" 
1" 
6' 
2" 
60 so.o 26.7 21.7 
13 84.6 7.7 7.7 
13 84.6 7.7 7.7 
11' 
62 50.0 2S.8 22.6 
66 40.9 47.0 12.1 
29 44.8 44.8 10.3 
37 37.8 48.6 13.S 
16" 
31 4S.2 48.4 G.S 
17 41.2 3S.3 23.S 
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Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Enelish learners 6" 
Anywhere Elementary Soe:lal Studies OS Gifted/Talented 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Free/Reduced-Price Meals 60 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Disability· With 1£P (Total) 13 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies 05 Dls~bility·With IEP (not including AJternate 13 
Anywhere Elementary Socia1 Studies OS Dlsability·With Accommodation (not including Alternate) u · 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Oisabilitv·Aitefnate Only 
Anywhere Elementary Social Studies OS Gap Group (non·duplicated) 62 
Anywhere Elementary WritilliL OS All Students 66 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Mate 29 
Anywhere Elementary w riting OS Female 37 
Anywh.ere Elementary Wrltimt OS White (Non·Hispanic) 16" 
Anywhere Elementlry Writin,g OS Afric.an American 31 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Hlsoanic 17 
Anywhere Elementary WritinR OS Asian 
Anywhere Elemen·tary Writing OS Americin Indian or Alaska Native 1" 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
Anywhere f lementary Writing OS Two or more races. l" 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Migranc 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS English l earners 6" 
Anywhere Efer'nentary Wtiting OS Gifted/Talented 2 " 
Anywhere Elemen1ary Writing OS Free/Reduced·Ptice Meals 60 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Oisability·With IEP (Total) 13" 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Dis:.bllity•W1th IEP (not inctuding Alternate) 13. 
Anywhere Elementary Writ ing OS OlsabllltV·With Accommodation not Including Alternate) u · 
Anywhere Elementary WritinR OS Oisabilitv·Aiternate Only 
Anywhere Elementary Writing OS Gap Group (non·duplieoted) 62 
43.3 46.7 10.0 0.0 
84.6 1S.4 0.0 0.0 
84.6 15.4 o.o 0.0 
43.5 45.2 11.3 0.0 
53.0 45.5 1.S 0.0 
75.9 20.7 3.4 0.0 
3S.l 64.9 0.0 0.0 
64.S 3S.S 0.0 0.0 
58.8 3S.3 5.9 0.0 
56.7 43.3 0.0 0.0 
S4.8 ~~.s l .G 0.0 
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010.7 
Kentucky 89.32% responded 
Overal l Co. 89.42% responded 
Kentucky Elementary School 91.83% responded 
Anywhere Elem 64.71% responded 
Overall, my school is a good place to work and learn. 
At this school, we utilize the results from the TELL Kentucky Survey as a 
tool for school improvement. 
Kentucky 
Elementary Anywhere 
Kentucky Overall Co. School Elem 
87.9% 83.7% 88.7% 87.9% 
84.7% 81.6% 86.7% 90.5% 
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ANYWHERE ELEMENTARY ENVIRONMENT DATA 
SCH YEAR 20152016 
SCH NAME Anywhere Elementary 
SPENDING_PER_STDNT $10,113 
AVG_DAILY ATTENDANCE 464.24 
MEMBERSHIP TOTAL 481 
MEMBERSHIP MALE CNT 243 
MEMBERSHIP MALE PCT 50 .5% 
MEMBERSHIP FEMALE CNT 238 
MEMBERSHIP _FEMALE_PCT 49.5% 
MEMBERSHIP WHITE_CNT 123 
MEMBERSHIP _WHITE_PCT 25.6% 
MEMBERSHIP BLACK CNT 168 
MEMBERSHIP _BLACK_PCT 34.9% 
MEMBERSHIP HISPANIC CNT 163 
MEMBERSHIP HISPANIC PCT 33.9% 
MEMBERSHIP ASIAN CNT 1 
MEMBERSHIP ASIAN PCT 0.2% 
MEMBERSHIP AlAN CNT 1 
MEMBERSHIP AIAN_PCT 0 .2% 
MEMBERSHIP HAWAIIAN_CNT 0 
MEMBERSHIP HAWAIIAN PCT 0.0% 
MEMBERSHIP TWO OR MORE CNT 25 
MEMBERSHIP _TWO_OR MORE PCT 5.2% 
ENROLLMENT FREE LUNCH CNT 404 
ENROLLMENT _FREE_LUNCH_PCT 84.0% 
ENROLLMENT_REDUCED_l UNCH_CNT 17 
ENROLLMENT REDUCED lUNCH PCT 3 .5% 
ATTENDANCE RATE 9S.3% 
RETENTION_RATE 0.0% 
STDNT_TCH RATIO 12:1 
FTE_TCH_TOTAL 42.00 
MALE FTE TOTAL 7.00 
FEMALE_FTE_ TOTAL 35.00 
WHITE FTE_TOTAL 34.00 
BLACK FTE TOTAL 5.00 
HISPANIC FTE TOTAL 1.00 
ASIAN FTE TOTAL 1.00 
AlAN FTE TOTAL 0 .00 
HAWAIIAN FTE TOTAl 0.00 
TWO_OR_MORE FTE TOTAL 1.00 
RACE FTE TOTAL 42.00 
NATIONAL BOARD CERT TCH CNT 1 
PCT CLS_NOT_HQ_TCH 0.0% 
AVG_YRS_TCH_EXP 10 
PROF_QUAl BA PCT 32.4% 
PROF _QUAL_MA_PCT 58.8% 
PROF _QUAL RANKl PCT 5.9% 
PROF _QUAL_SPECIALIST PCT 0.0% 
PROF _QUAL_DOCTORATE_PCT 2.9% 
PROF_QUAL_TCH PCT 100.0% 
TCH_PROV_CERT_PCT 0.0% 
STDNT_COMP _RATIO 0:1 
COMPUTER_5YR_OLD_PCT 100% 
PT _CONFERENCE 585 
SBDM VOTE 30 
PARENTS ON COUNCIL 2 
VOLUNTEER_HRS 2,450 
ANYWHERE ELEMENTARY ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
NBR PCT PCT 
SCH_NAME CONTENT TYPE DISAGG lABEL TESTED PCTNOVICE APPRENTICE PROFICIENT 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics All Students 80 46.3 35.0 10.0 
Anywhere Elementary School language Me chanfcs Male 49 51.0 38.8 8.2 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Female 31 38.7 29.0 12.9 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Whi te (Non·Hispanic) 20 50.0 25.0 15.0 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics African American 24 58.3 33.3 0 .0 
Anywher e Elementary School language Mechanics Hispanic 29 41.4 44.8 6.9 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Asian 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics American Indian or Alaska Nati ve 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Islander 
Anywhere Elementary School Language Mechanics Two or more races 7' 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Migrant 2 ' 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics English Learners 21 47.6 47.6 4.8 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Gifted/Talented 
Anywhere Elementary School Language Mechanics Free/Reduced·Price Meals 69 47.8 36.2 10.1 
Anywhere Elementary School language Mechanics Disabil ity·With IEP (Total) 14 71.4 28.6 0.0 
Disabil ity·With IEP (not including 
Anywhere Elementary School Language Mechanics Al ternate) 14 71.4 28.6 0.0 
Disabili ty-Wi th Accommodation (not 
Anywhere Elementary School language M echanics including Alternate) 13• 
Anvwhere Elementary School LanguaRe Mechanics Disability-Alt ernate Only 
Anywhere Elementary School l anguage Mechanics Gap Group (non-dupl icated) 73 46.6 37.0 9.6 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics All Students 228 34.6 38.6 22.8 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Male 112 35.7 33.9 27.7 
Anywhere Elementary School M athematics Female 116 33.6 43.1 18-1 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathemat ics White (Non-Hispanic) 59 27.1 35.6 28.8 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics African American 82 41.5 37.8 19.5 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Hispanic 73 38.4 39.7 19.2 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Asian 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics American Indian or Alaska Native 1' 
Nat ive Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Anywhere Elementary School M athematics Islander 
Anywhere Elementary School M athemati cs Two or more races 13. 
Anywhere Elementary School M athem atics M igrant 3' 
Anywhere Elementary School M athematics English Learners 48 45.8 37.S 14.6 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Gifted/ Talented 3• 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Free/Reduced·Price Meats 198 37.4 38.4 22.2 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Disabili ty·Wi th IEP (Total) 36 69.4 22.2 5.6 
Disability-Wi th IEP (not including 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Al ternate) 36 69.4 22.2 5.6 
PCT PCT PROFICIENT OR 
DISTINGUISHED DISTINGUISHED 
8.8 18.8 
2.0 10.2 
19.4 32.3 
10.0 25.0 
8.3 8 .3 
6 .9 13.8 
0.0 4.8 
5.8 15.9 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0 .0 
6.8 16.4 
3.9 26.8 
2.7 30.4 
5.2 23.3 
8.5 37.3 
1.2 20.7 
2.7 21.9 
2.1 16.7 
2.0 24.2 
2.8 8.3 
2.8 8.3 
PCT 
BONUS 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
NAPD 
CAlCUlATION 
36.3 
29.6 
46.8 
37.5 
25.0 
36.2 
28.6 
34.0 
14.3 
14.3 
34.9 
46.1 
47.4 
44.9 
55.1 
39.6 
41.8 
35.5 
43.4 
19.4 
19.4 
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Disability-With Accommodation (not 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Including Alternate) 28 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Disability-Alternate Only 
Anywhere Elementary School Mathematics Gap Group (non-duplicated) 207 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading All Students 228 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Male 112 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Female 116 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading White (Non-Hispanic) 59 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading African American 82 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Hispanic 73 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Asian 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading American Indian or Alaska Native 1' 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Islander 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Two or more taces n • 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Migrant 3' 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading English Learners 48 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Gifted/Talented 2' 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Free/Reduced-Price Meals 198 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Disability-With IEP (Total) 36 
Disability-With IEP (not including 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Alternate) 36 
Disability-With Accommodation (not 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Including Alternate) 28 
Anywhere Eleme.ntary School Reading Disability-Alternate Only 
Anywhere Elementary School Reading Gap Group (non-duplicated) 207 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies All Students 66 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Male 29 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Female 37 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies White (Non-Hispanic) 16' 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies African American 31 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Hispanic 17 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Asian 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies American Indian or Alaska Native 1. 
Native Hawaiian or Other Paci fic 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Islander 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Two or more races 1* 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Migrant 
Anywhere Elementary School social Studies English Learners s• 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Gifted/Talented 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Free/Reduced-Price Meals 60 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Disability-With IEP (Total) 13 
Oisablllty-With IEP (not including 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Alternate) 13 
75.0 17.9 3.6 3.6 
37.2 38.6 22.2 1.9 
43.0 27.6 25.0 4.4 
47.3 24.1 24.1 4.5 
38.8 31.0 25.9 4.3 
37.3 22.0 32.2 8.5 
50.0 26.8 19.5 3.7 
46.6 30.1 21.9 1.4 
60.4 27.1 10.4 2.1 
45.5 28.8 23.2 2.5 
69.4 13.9 16.7 0.0 
69.4 13.9 16.7 0.0 
75.0 10.7 14.3 0.0 
45.4 28.0 23.7 2.9 
40.9 47.0 12.1 0.0 
44.8 44.8 10.3 0.0 
37.8 48.6 13.5 0.0 
45.2 48.4 6.5 0.0 
41.2 35.3 23.5 0.0 
43.3 46.7 10.0 0.0 
84.6 15.4 0.0 0.0 
84.6 15.4 0.0 0.0 
7.1 0.0 
24.2 0.0 
29.4 0.0 
28.6 0.0 
30.2 0.0 
40.7 0.0 
23.2 0.0 
23.3 0.0 
12.5 0.0 
25.8 0.0 
16.7 o.o 
16.7 o.o 
14.3 0.0 
26.6 0.0 
12.1 0.0 
10.3 0.0 
13.5 0.0 
6.5 0.0 
23.5 0.0 
10.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
16.1 
43.5 
43.2 
40.7 
45.7 
51.7 
36.6 
38.4 
26.1 
40.2 
23.7 
23.7 
19.7 
40.6 
35.6 
32.7 
37.8 
30.7 
41.2 
33.4 
7.7 
7.7 
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Disability-With Accommodation {not 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies ind udingAiternate) u· 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Disability -Alt ernate Only 
Anywhere Elementary School Social Studies Gap Group {non-duplicated) 62 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing All Students 66 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Male 29 
Anywhere Elementary School Writ ing Female 37 
Anywhere Elementary School Writ ing White (Non-Hispanic) 16• 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing African American 31 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Hispanic: 17 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Asian 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing American Indian or Alaska Native 1. 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Islander 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Two or more races 1' 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Migrant 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing English Learners 6' 
Anywhere Elementar(School Writing Gifted/Talented 2' 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Free/Reduced-Price Meals 60 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Disability-With IEP (Total) 13* 
Disability-With IEP (not lnciuding 
Anywhere Elementary School Writ ing Alternate) 13' 
Disability-With Accommodation (not 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing including Alternate) 11' 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Oisability·Aiternate Only 
Anywhere Elementary School Writing Gap Group (non·duplicated) ,_§2_ 
43.5 45.2 11.3 0.0 
53.0 45.5 1.5 0.0 
75.9 20.7 3.4 0.0 
35.1 64.9 0.0 0.0 
64.5 35.5 0.0 0.0 
58.8 35.3 5.9 0.0 
56.7 43.3 0.0 0.0 
54.8 43.5 1.6 0.0 
11.3 0.0 
1.5 0.0 
3.4 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
5.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.6 0.0 
33.9 
24.3 
13.8 
32.5 
17.8 
23.6 
21.7 
23.4 
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ANYWHERE ELEMENTARY SAFETY DATA 
SCH NAME RPT .HEADER RPT liNE WHITE CNl BlACK_ eN" HISPANIC CN 
Anvwhert E&tment~rv Och.avlor Events Assault. lst cfeeree 0 0 0 
Anywhere Efement~..., Oeha:v:ior Event1 Other Auaul1 or Violence 0 1 0 
Anywhere Element_~') Behavior Events Weapons 0 0 0 
Anywhere El<!montar'i BC!havior Events Harassment fnductes bull inR) 8 27 3 
Anywhere £iernentarv &havtor E'vcnts DWP.S 0 0 0 
Anywhere !:lemcntary Schavior Events Aleol>ol 0 0 0 
Anywhere E~menta.ry 6ehavior events Tobac:co 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementary Behavior Events State Resolutions not reported above 31 122 18 
Anywhere Eiement01rv O.Ohavior Events Toto)l 39 ISO :u 
Anywhere Elementary Oehevlor Events %of Tote I Events 17.8% G8.SU 9.6% 
Anywhere Elemental')l Behavior Events Violations per 1.000 AOA 84 323 45 
A!'_l_y~here Elemantar\1 Oisci;)llne·Resolutlons Exocllcd. rtcclvln• service< SSP! 0 0 0 
Anywhe-rf! Ek>mQnt-ary Oisc.iDIInQ·Resolutlons Expelled not ro<e1vii"'IR s~rvl<:ca SSP2 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementary Oisc-ipline•Resofutions Out•o(•School suspensions {SSP3) 17 55 7 
Anywhere E~ment:uy Ob<·ipUne· fl(!-sofutions Corporal Punishment (SSPS) 0 0 0 
Anywhere E~mentar Oisdpline·Reso:utions In· School Removal INSR 17 92 14 
Anywhere Elementary Discipline ·Re sofu tio ns Restraint (SSP7) 0 I 0 
Anywhere Etementary Ohdpline~Resofutions Seclusion {SSPS) 0 0 0 
Anywhere Etementary Oiscipline·Resotulions Unilateril Remo-..al by School Personnel IAESU 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementary Oiscipline·Resotutions Removal bv HearinR Officer(IA£·52) 0 0 0 
Anywhere Element;uy Oisdpline·Resotutions Total 34 148 21 
Anywhere Elementary Oiscipllne ·Reso!utions %or Totttl R.esotutlom 16.0'-' 69.8% 9.9% 
Anywhere Elementary LeR,al Silnctions Arrests 0 0 0 
Anvwhere Elementt~rv LeP.al Sana-ions CharP.e.s 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elemcntat tcg3l S..nctlons Civil Oam.-gos 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementary legal Sanctions School A.e.source Offker Involveme-nt 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementac legal Sanctions Court OesiP.n·aced Worker ln\/Oivement 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementarv Legal Sanctions Total 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elemcntar Behavfor £vents Bv Gr;,.dc Level Gr;,.do Preschool 
Anywhere Elementar Behavior Events By Grade level GradeK 6 13 1 
Anywhere Elemental"/ Behavior Events By Grade level Grade 01 14 12 6 
Anvwhere Elementar Behavior Events Bv Gr<tdc level Grade 02 I 23 3 
Anywhere Element;arv Beh;avior Events By Gr,..do Level Gr:.dc03: s 25 s 
Anywhere Element.lr Behavior £vents Bv Gride level Grade()( 9 ll 4 
Al}'i~here Elementa Behavior Events Bv Grade level Grade OS 4 66 2 
Anvwhere Elcmentar Behavior Events Bv Gr01de Level Total 39 ISO 21 
Anywhero Elemc:ntar Boh;.vlor Evon\$ _I?Y_SOcio~Economic: Statu f!reo Mo:.l Status 28 138 IS 
Anywhere Elementar Behavior Events bv SOcio·Econornlc Statu Rcdu<:ed Mt-al Status 2 2 0 
Anywhere Etc menta Behavior Events by Soclo~Economlc Statu Paid Meal Status 9 10 & 
Anywhere El~mentar Bella•Jior Events bv Socio·Economic Status Total 39 ISO 21 
Anywhoro Elcmont3 Behavior Evcnt.s by Location Classroom 24 109 12 
Anywhere ElcrriCrit:uy BOIH'wlor Events by Location Bus 0 1 0 
Anvwhet~ Elementary Behavior Events by t.ocatl~m Hatlwiy/StiirNell 1 11 I 
Anywhere Elementary Behavior Events by location Cafeterii 4 4 I 
Anywhere Elementary Bchavior Events by LocatJon Campu$ Ground$ 6 19 0 
Anywhere El~mentary Sehavior Events by l ocation Off·Cimpus 1 0 2 
Anywhere Elementary Sehavior Events by l ocation Restroom I 1 2 
AnyWhere Elementary Behavior Events by l ocation Gymnasium 2 4 3 
Anvwhcr~ ~lcmcnr:.r Boh:wior Events by loc~tion omco 0 0 0 
Anywhere Elementary 8ehiwJor (vtrlts tlv_toeatlon Athletic field 0 0 0 
Anywhere Ef.ementafy 8ehavior Events ~ location PI~YB~9~_fi!J ____ 0 0 0 
OTHER CN MAL£ CN FEMALE CN 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 25 16 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
s 117 GO 
6 142 77 
2.7% 64.8"-' 35.2" 
13 30& 1&6 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 49 34 
0 0 0 
s 89 39 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
7 139 73 
3.3'-> 6S.6U 34.4% 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 10 
. 28 s 
19 8 
18 18 
21 6 
~6 30 
6 142 77 
4 122 GG 
0 2 2 
2 18 9 
6 142 77 
G 95 58 
0 0 I 
0 10 3 
0 7 2 
0 20 6 
0 2 1 
0 3 l 
0 s 4 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
TOTAL STONT CN1 
0 
1 
0 
28 
0 
0 
0 
88 
117 
0 
0 
47 
0 
79 
1 
0 
0 
0 
127 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
IS 
II 
17 
16 
27 
94 
?9 
2 
13 
94 
76 
I 
t2 
9 
23 
3 
4 
9 
0 
0 
0 
TOTAL UNIQUE EVENT CNl 
0 
1 
0 
41 
0 
0 
0 
177 
219 
0 
0 
83 
0 
128 
l 
0 
0 
0 
212 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20 
33 
27 
36 
27 
7& 
219 
188 
4 
27 
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153 
1 
13 
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3 
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Anywhere E~mentan. Behavior Event! bv location Field Trip 0 1 0 
Anywhere Elementary Behavior Events by location Other 0 0 0 
Anywhere E5ementary Behavior Events by Loccuior~ Total 39 ISO 21 
Anywhere Elementary Sehavlor Events by Context School Sponsored Event; During School Hours 37 145 21 
Anywhere Elementary Behavior Events by Context School Sponsored Event Not During School Hours 1 4 0 
Al'lywhere Elementary Behavlor Events by Context Non School Sponsored Event; During School Hours 0 0 0 
Anywhere Etemcntaf'lt Behavior Events by Context Non School Sponsored Event; Not Durin.R School Hour 1 1 0 
Anvwhere Element ary 6ehavior Events by Cont<'Xt Total 39 !SO 21 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
6 1.42 77 
6 138 74 
0 2 3 
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0 2 0 
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DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 84 
Appendix C 
DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 85 
NONAME MIDDLE ENVIRONMENT DATA 
SCH NAME NoNa me Middle 
SPENDING_PER_STDNT $9,756 
AVG_DAILY _ATTENDANCE 729.96 
MEMBERSHIP TOTAL 757 
MEMBERSHIP _MALE_CNT 412 
MEMBERSHIP _MAlE PCT 54 .4% 
MEMBERSHIP _FEMALE_CNT 345 
MEMBERSHIP FEMALE PCT 45.6% 
MEMBERSHIP WHITE_CNT 392 
MEMBERSHIP W HITE PCT 51 .8% 
MEMBERSHIP _BLACK_CNT 271 
MEMBERSHIP _BLACK PCT 35.8% 
MEMBERSHIP HISPANIC_CNT 63 
MEMBERSHIP HISPAN IC_PCT 8.3% 
MEMBERSHIP ASIAN CNT 1 
MEMBERSHIP ASIAN PCT 0.1% 
MEMBERSHIP _AIAN_CNT 2 
MEMBERSHIP AlAN PCT 0.3% 
MEMBERSHIP HAWAIIAN_CNT 1 
MEMBERSHIP _HAWAIIAN_PCT 0.1% 
MEMBERSHIP TWO OR MORE CNT 27 
MEMBERSHIP _TWO OR_MORE_PCT 3.6% 
ENROLLMENT FREE LUNCH CNT 6 20 
ENROLLMENT FREE LUNCH PCT 81.9% 
ENROLLM ENT REDUCED_LUNCH CNT 35 
ENROLLMENT_REDUCED _LUNCH PCT 4.6% 
ATTENDANCE RATE 91.1% 
RETENTION RATE 0.3% 
DROPOUT RATE 0.5% 
STDNT_TCH RATIO 16:1 
FTE_TCH_TOTAL 47.00 
MALE_FTE TOTAL 13.00 
FEMALE_FTE_TOTAL 34.00 
W HITE_FTE_TOTAL 31.00 
SLACK FTE TOTAl 15.00 
HISPANIC FTE_TOTAL 0.00 
ASIAN HE TOTAL 1.00 
AlAN FTE TOTAl 0.00 
HAWAIIAN FTE TOTAL 0.00 
TWO OR MORE HE TOTAL 0.00 
RACE FTE TOTAL 47.00 
NATIONAL BOARD CERT TCH_CNT 1 
PCT CLS_NOT HQ.TCH 0.0% 
AVG YRS TCH EXP 8 
PROF QUAL BA PCT 25 .0% 
PROF _QUAL_MA PCT 56.3% 
PROF QUAL RANK1 PCT 12.5% 
PROF QUAL SPECIALIST PCT 2.1% 
PROF _QUAL DOCTORATE PCT 4.2% 
PROF_QUAL_TCH PCT 100.0% 
TCH PROV_CERT PCT 0.0% 
STDNT_COMP _RATIO 2.6:1 
COMPUTER_SYR_OlD _PCT 100% 
PT_CONFERENCE 470 
SBDM_VOTE 180 
PARENTS_ON COUNCIL 5 
VOLUNTEER_HRS 425 
NONAME MIDDLE GRADE LEVEL DATA 
PCT PCT 
GRADE 
NBR PCT 
TESTED NOVICE APPRENTICE PROFICIENT 
SCHNAME CONTENT TYPE LEVEL DISAGG LABEl 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 All Students 254 68.9 22.0 8.3 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Male 144 72.9 18.8 8.3 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Female 110 63.6 26.4 8.2 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 White (Non-Hispanic) 132 65.9 24.2 8.3 
No NameMiddte Language Mechanics 06 African American 93 77.4 17.2 5.4 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Hispanic 19 63.2 26.3 10.5 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Asian 1* 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 
Native Hawaiian or Other 1* 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle language Mechanics 06 Two or more races 8* 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Migrant 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics 06 English Learners 1* 
No NameMiddle language Mechanics 06 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 228 69.7 23.2 7.0 
No NameMiddle language Mechanics 06 Disability-With IEP (Total) 44 75.0 20.5 4.5 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 
Disability-With IEP (not 
34 88.2 5.9 5.9 
including Alternate) 
No Nam eMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Disability-With Accommodation 30* (not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Language Mechanics 06 Disability-Alternate Only 10 30.0 70.0 0.0 
No NameMiddle language Mechanics 06 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 238 69.7 23.1 7.1 
No NameMidd.le Mathematics 06 All Students 254 so.o 39.8 9.1 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Male 144 51.4 36.8 11.1 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Female 110 48.2 43.6 6.4 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 White (Non-Hispanic) 132 48.5 39.4 10.6 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 African American 93 58.1 35.5 6.5 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Hispanic 19 42.1 52.6 5.3 
No Name Middle Mathematics 06 Asian t • 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 
Amer ican Indian or Alaska 
Native 
I No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 
Native Hawai ian or Other 1. 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Two or more races s· 
PCT 
PCT PROFICIENT 
DISTINGUISHED OR 
DISTINGUISHED 
0.8 9.1 
0.0 8.3 
1.8 10.0 
1.5 9.8 
0.0 5.4 
0.0 10.5 
o.o 7.0 
0.0 4.5 
0.0 5.9 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 7.1 
1.2 10.2 
0.7 11.8 
1.8 8.2 
1.5 12.1 
0.0 65 
0.0 5.3 
PCT 
BONUS 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
NAPD 
CALCULATION 
20.1 
17.7 
23.2 
21.9 
14.0 
23.7 
18.6 
14.8 
8.9 
35.0 
18.7 
30.1 
30.2 
30.0 
31.8 
24.3 
31.6 
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No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 M igrant 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 English Learners 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Disability-With IEP (Total) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 
Disability-With IEP (not 
including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 
orsabili ty-With Accommodation 
(not Including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Disabi lity-Alternate Only 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 06 Gap Group {non-duplicated) 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 All Students 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Male 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Female 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 White {Non-Hispanic) 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 African American 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Hispanic 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Asian 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 
American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Two or more races 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 English Learners 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Free/ Reduced-Price Meals 
No NameMiddle Reading 0.6 Disability-With IEP (Total) 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Disability-With IEP {not 
including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 
Disability-With Accommodat ion 
(not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Disability-Alternate Only 
No NameMiddle Reading 06 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 All Students 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 Male 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 Female 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 White (Non-Hispanic) 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 African American 
1. 
228 50.4 41.7 7.5 
44 63.6 34.1 2.3 
34 73.5 26.5 0.0 
30" 
10 30.0 60.0 10.0 
238 50.8 41.2 7.6 
254 55.9 26.0 16.1 
144 64.6 18.1 15.3 
110 44.5 36.4 17.3 
132 53.8 30.3 13.6 
93 63.4 21.5 15.1 
19 47.4 21.1 26.3 
1" 
1. 
8• 
1. 
228 56.6 25.9 16.2 
44 63.6 29.5 6.8 
34. 
30. 
10" 
238 56.7 26.1 16.0 
254 56.7 36.2 7.1 
144 66.0 29.9 4.2 
110 44.5 44.5 10.9 
132 51.5 38.6 9.8 
93 67.7 29.0 3.2 
0.4 7.9 
0.0 2.3 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 10.0 
0.4 8.0 
2.0 18.1 
2.1 17.4 
1.8 19.1 
2.3 15.9 
0.0 15.1 
5.3 31.6 
1.3 17.5 
o.o 6.8 
1.3 17.2 
0.0 7.1 
0.0 4.2 
0.0 10.9 
o.o 9.8 
0.0 3.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 , __ 
28.8 
19.4 
13.3 
40.0 
28.6 
31.1 
26.5 
37.3 
31.1 
25.9 
42.2 
30.5 
21.6 
30.3 
25.2 
19.2 
33.2 
29.1 
17.7 
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No NameMiddle Writing 06 Hispanic 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 Asian 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 
American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
No NameMiddle Wri ting 06 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 Two or more races 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 Migrant 
No Name Middle Wri ting 06 English Learners 
No Name Middle Writing 06 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMic!dle Writing 06 free/Reduced-Price Meals 
No Name Middle Writing 06 Disability-With IEP (Total) 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 
Disability-With IEP (not 
including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Writ ing 06 
Disability-With Accommodation 
(not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Writ ing 06 Disability-Alternate Only 
No NameMiddle Writing 06 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 All Students 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Male 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Female 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 White (Non-Hispanic) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 African American 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Hispanic 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Asian 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 
American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
No Name Middle Mathematics 07 Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Two or more races 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 English Learners 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Disability· With IEP (Total) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Disability-With IEP (not 
including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Disability-With Accommodation (not including Al ternate) 
No NameMid_dle Mathematics 07 Disability-Alternate Only 
19 47.4 47.4 5.3 
1* 
1* 
8' 
1* 
228 57.0 37.3 5.7 
44 77.3 22.7 0.0 
34 91.2 8.8 0.0 
30. 
10 30.0 70.0 0.0 
238 57.6 37.0 5.5 
234 44.9 44.0 10.3 
117 53.8 40.2 6.0 
117 35.9 47.9 14.5 
110 35.5 49.1 14.5 
87 59.8 33.3 6.9 
24 37.5 54.2 8.3 
13 38.5 53.8 0.0 
5" 
199 48.2 41.2 10.1 
39 66.7 30.8 2.6 
31 74.2 25.8 0.0 
31 74.2 25.8 0.0 
g• 
0.0 5.3 
0.0 5.7 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.5 
0.9 11.1 
0.0 6.0 
1.7 16.2 
0.9 15.5 
0.0 6.9 
0.0 8.3 
7.7 7.7 
0.5 10.6 
o.o 2.6 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
29.0 
24.4 
11.4 
4.4 
35.0 
24.0 
33.1 
26.1 
40.2 
40.1 
23.6 
35.4 
34.6 
31.2 
18.0 
12.9 
12.9 
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No NameMiddle Mathematics 07 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 All Students 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Male 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Female 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 White (Non-Hispanic) 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 African American 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Hispanic 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Asian 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Two or more races 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 English Learners 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 DisabilitY-With IEP (Total) 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Disability-With IEP (not 
including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 DisabllltV·With Accommodation (not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Disability-Alternate Only 
No NameMiddle Reading 07 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 All Students 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Male 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Female 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 White (Non-Hispanic) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 African American 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Hispanic 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Asian 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Two or more races 
No NameMiddie Mathematics 08 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 English Learners 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Free/Reduc;ed-Price Meals 
211 47.9 42.2 9.5 
234 50.0 27.4 20.9 
117 60.7 23.9 15.4 
117 39.3 30.8 26.5 
110 40.9 32.7 24.5 
87 59.8 19.5 20.7 
24 45.8 33.3 12.5 
13 69.2 23.1 7.7 
5• 
199 52.3 26.1 19.6 
39 64.1 30.8 5.1 
31* 
31* 
8· 
211 52.1 27.0 19.0 
259 46.3 38.2 14.3 
147 53.1 33.3 12.9 
112 37.5 44.6 16.1 
148 41.9 44.6 12.2 
88 54.5 28.4 15.9 
18 38.9 44.4 16.7 
2* 
3' 
1' 
216 48.6 36.6 13.4 
0.5 10.0 
1.7 22.6 
0.0 15.4 
3.4 29.9 
1.8 26.4 
0.0 20.7 
8.3 20.8 
0.0 7.7 
2.0 21.6 
o.o 5.1 
1.9 20.9 
1.2 15.4 
0.7 13.6 
1.8 17.9 
1.4 13.5 
1.1 17.0 
0.0 16.7 
1.4 14.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
31.1 
36.3 
27.4 
45.3 
42.8 
30.5 
37.5 
19.3 
34.7 
20.5 
34.4 
34.5 
30.3 
40.2 
35.8 
31.2 
38.9 
33.1 
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No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Disability-With IEP (Total) 42 
Disabil ity·With IEP (not No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 including Al ternate) 31 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 
Disability-With Accommodation 
30' {not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Disability·Aiternate Only 11 
No NameMiddle Mathematics 08 Gap Group (non·duplicated) 227 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 All StudentS 259 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Male 147 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Female 112 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 White {Non-Hispanic) 148 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 African American 88 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Hispanic 18 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Asian 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 American Indian or Alaska z• 
Native 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddie Reading 08 Two or more races 3* 
No NameMiddie Reading 08 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 English learners 1' 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Gifted/Talented 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 216 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Disability-With IEP (Total) 42 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Disability· With IEP (not 31 Including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Disability-With Accommodation 30' {not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Disability-Alternate Only 11 
No NameMiddle Reading 08 Gap Group {non-duplicated) 227 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 All Students 259 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 Male 147 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 Female 112 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 White (Non-Hispanic) 148 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 African American 88 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 Hispanic 18 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 Asian 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 
American Indian or Alaska 
2' 
Native 
73.8 19.0 7.1 0.0 
87.1 12.9 0.0 0.0 
36.4 36.4 27.3 0.0 
48.5 36.1 14.1 1.3 
48.3 26.3 20.5 5.0 
56.5 21.1 18.4 4.1 
37.5 33.0 23.2 6.3 
43.2 27.7 23.0 6.1 
56.8 23.9 15.9 3.4 
44.4 33.3 16.7 5.6 
50.0 26.9 18.5 4.6 
71.4 21.4 7.1 0.0 
90.3 9.7 0.0 0.0 
18.2 54.5 27.3 0.0 
49.3 26.9 18.9 4.8 
34.4 39.0 23.2 3.5 
38.1 36.1 23.1 2.7 
29.5 42.9 23.2 4.5 
30.4 40.5 25.0 4.1 
44.3 36.4 17.0 2.3 
22.2 38.9 33.3 5.6 
7.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
27.3 0.0 
15.4 0.0 
25.5 0.0 
22.4 0.0 
29.5 0.0 
29.1 0.0 
19.3 0.0 
22.2 0.0 
23.1 0.0 
7.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
27.3 0.0 
23.8 0.0 
26.6 0.0 
25.9 0.0 
27.7 o.o 
29.1 0.0 
19.3 0.0 
38.9 0.0 
16.6 
6.5 
45.5 
33.5 
38.7 
33.0 
46.0 
43.0 
31.3 
38.9 
36.6 
17.8 
4.9 
54.6 
37.3 
46.1 
44.0 
49.2 
49.4 
37.5 
58.4 
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No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 Two or more races 3• 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Social Studies 08 English Learners 1. 
No Name Middle Social Studies 08 Gifted{falented 
No NameMiddle Social St udies 08 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 216 
No NameMiddle Social St udies 08 Disability-With IEP (Total) 42 
No NameMiddle Social St udies 08 
Disability-With IEP (not 31 
Including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Social St udies 08 
Disability-With Accommodation 
30" (not including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Social St udies 08 Disability-Alternate Only 11 
No Name Middle Social Studies 08 Gap Group (non·duplicated} 227 
No NameMiddle Wri ting 08 All Students 259 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Male 147 
No Name Middle Writing 08 Female 112 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 White (Non-Hispanic) 148 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 African American 88 
No NameMiddle Wri ting 08 Hispanic 18 
No Name Middle Writing 08 Asian 
No NameMiddle Writ ing 08 American Indian or Alaska 
Native 
2. 
No Name Middle Writ ing 08 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Two or more races 3* 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Migrant 
No NameMiddle Wri ting 08 English Learners t • 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Gifted{falented 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Free/Reduced-Price Meals 216 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Disability-With IEP (Total) 42 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 
Disability-With IEP (not 
31 including Alternate) 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 
Disability-With Accommodat ion 30. (not including Al ternate} 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Oisability·Aiternate Only 11 
No NameMiddle Writing 08 Gap Group (non-duplicated) 227 
37.5 37.0 21.3 4.2 
61.9 26.2 11.9 o.o 
71.0 29.0 0.0 0.0 
36.4 18.2 45.5 0.0 
36.6 37.4 22.0 4.0 
42.5 49.0 8.1 0.4 
53.7 40.8 5.4 o.o 
27.7 59.8 11.6 0.9 
36.5 56.1 7.4 0.0 
56.8 34.1 9.1 0.0 
22.2 66.7 5.6 5.6 
43.5 49.1 6.9 0.5 
71.4 23.8 4.8 o.o 
93.5 6.5 0.0 0.0 
9.1 72.7 18.2 o.o 
44.1 48.5 7.0 0.4 
25.5 0.0 
11.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
45.5 0.0 
26.0 0.0 
8.5 o.o 
5.4 0.0 
12.5 0.0 
7.4 0.0 
9.1 0.0 
11.1 o.o 
7.4 0.0 
4.8 0.0 
0.0 o.o 
18.2 0.0 
7.5 o.o 
44.0 
25.0 
14.5 
54.6 
44.7 
33.0 
25.8 
42.4 
35.5 
26.2 
44.5 
32.0 
16.7 
3.3 
54.6 
31.8 
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NONAME MIDDLE SUBJECT PERFORMANCE DATA 
NBR PCT PCT PCT PCT SCH NAME CONTENT TYPE DISAGG LABEL PROFICIEN 
TESTED NOVICE APPRENTICE 
T 
DISTINGUISHED 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics All Students 254 68.9 22.0 8.3 0.8 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Male 144 72.9 18.8 8.3 0 .0 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Female 110 63.6 26.4 8.2 1.8 
No Name M iddle Language Mechanics White (Non-Hispanic) 132 65.9 24.2 8.3 1.5 
No Name M iddle Language Mecha n lcs African American 93 77.4 17.2 5.4 0.0 
No Name M iddle Language Mechanics Hispanic 19 63.2 26.3 10.5 0.0 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Asian 1* 
No Name M iddle language Mechanics American Indian or Alaska Native 
No Name Middle l anguage Mechanics Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 1. 
Islander 
No Name Middle language Mechanics Two or more races s• 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics M igrant 
No Name Middle l anguage Mechanics English Learn ers 1* 
No Name M iddle l anguage Mechanics Gifted/Talented 
No Name Middle language Mechanics Free/Reduced-Price Meals 228 69.7 23.2 7.0 0.0 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Disabilit y-With IEP {Total) 44 75.0 20.5 4.5 0.0 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Disability-With IEP (not including 34 88.2 5.9 5.9 0.0 
Alternate) 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Disability-With Accommodation (not 30• 
including Alternate) 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Disability-Alternate Only 10 30.0 70.0 0.0 0.0 
No Name Middle Language Mechanics Gap Group {non-duplicated) 238 69.7 23.1 7.1 0.0 
No Name Middle Mathematics All Students 747 47.1 40.6 11.2 1.1 
No Name Middle Mathematics Male 408 52.7 36.5 10.3 0.5 
No Name Middle Mathematics Female· 339 40.4 45.4 12.4 1.8 
No Name Middle Mathematics White (Non-Hispanic) 390 42.3 44.1 12.3 1.3 
No Name Middle Mathematics African American 268 57.5 32.5 9.7 0.4 
No Name Middle Mathematics Hispanic 61 39.3 50.8 9.8 0.0 
No Name Middle Mathematics Asian 1* 
PCT PROFICIENT 
PCT OR 
DISTINGUISHED BONUS 
9.1 0.0 
8.3 0 .0 
10.0 0.0 
9.8 0.0 
5.4 0.0 
10.5 0.0 
7.0 0.0 
4.5 0.0 
5.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
7.1 0.0 
12.3 0.0 
10.8 0.0 
14.2 0.0 
13.6 0.0 
10.1 0.0 
9.8 0.0 
NAPD 
CALCULATION 
20.1 
17.7 
23.2 
21.9 
14.0 
23.7 
18.6 
14.8 
8.9 
35.0 
18.7 
32.6 
29.1 
36.9 
35.7 
26.4 
35.2 
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No Name Middle Mathematics American Indian or Alaska Native 2* 
No Name Middle Mat hematics Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 1* 
Islander 
No Name Middle Mathematics Two or more races 24 
No Name Middle Mathematics Migrant 
No Name Middle Mat hematics English Learners 7* 
No Name Middle Mathematics Gifted/Talented 
No Name Middle Mathematics Free/Reduced-Price Meals 643 
No Name Middle Mathematics Disability-With IEP (Total) 125 
No Name Middle Mathematics Disability-With IEP (not including 96 
Alternate) 
No Name Middle Mathematics Disability-With Accommodation (not 91 
including Alternate) 
No Name Middle Mathematics Disability-Alternate Only 29 
No Name Middle Mathematics Gap Group (non-duplicated) 676 
No Name Middle Reading All Students 747 
No Name Middle Reading Male 408 
No Name Middle Reading Female 339 
No Name Middle Reading White (Non-Hispanic) 390 
No Name Middle Reading African American 268 
No Name Middle Reading Hispanic 61 
No Name Middle Reading Asian 1* 
No Name Middle Reading American Indian or Alaska Native 2* 
No Name Middle Reading Native Hawaiian or Ot her Pacific 1* 
Islander 
No Name Middle Reading Two or more races 24 
No Name Middle Reading Migrant 
No Name M iddle Reading English Learners 7* 
No Name Middle Reading Gifted/Talented 
No Name Middle Reading Free/Reduced-Price Meals 643 
No Name M iddle Reading Disability-With IEP (Total) 125 
No Name Middle Reading Disability-With IEP (not including 96 
Alt ernat e) 
No Name Middle Reading Disability-With Accommodation (not 91 including Alternate) 
No Name Middle Reading Disability-Alternate Only 29 
33.3 45.8 12.5 8.3 
49.1 39.8 10.3 0.8 
68.0 28.0 4.0 0.0 
78.1 21.9 0.0 0.0 
79.1 20.9 0.0 0.0 
34.5 48.3 17.2 0.0 
49.1 39.8 10.4 0.7 
51.4 26.5 19.1 2.9 
60.5 20.8 16.4 2.2 
40.4 33.3 22.4 3.8 
46.2 30.0 20.3 3.6 
60.1 21.6 17.2 1.1 
45.9 29.5 18.0 6.6 
58.3 16.7 20.8 4.2 
53.0 26.3 18.0 2.6 
66.4 27.2 6.4 0.0 
82.3 14.6 3.1 0.0 
83.5 14 .3 2.2 0.0 
13.8 69.0 17.2 0.0 
20.8 0.0 
11.0 0.0 
4.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
17.2 0.0 
11.1 0.0 
22.1 0.0 
18.6 0.0 
26.3 0.0 
23.8 0.0 
18.3 0.0 
24.6 0.0 
25.0 0.0 
20.7 0.0 
6.4 0.0 
3.1 0.0 
2.2 0.0 
17.2 0.0 
43.7 
30.9 
18.0 
11.0 
10.5 
41.4 
31.0 
35.4 
29.0 
43.0 
38.8 
29.1 
39.4 
33.4 
33.9 
20.0 
10.4 
9.4 
51.7 
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No Name Middle Reading Gap Group (non-duplicated) 
No Name Middle Social Studies All Students 
No Name Middle Social Studies Male 
No Name Middle Social Studies Female 
No Name Middle Social Studies White (Non-Hispanic) 
No Name Middle Social Studies African American 
No Name Middle Social Studies Hispanic 
No Name Middle Social Studies Asian 
No Name Middle Social 5tudies American Indian or Alaska Native 
No Name Middle Social Studies Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islander 
No Name Middle Social Studies Two or more races 
No Name Middle Social Studies Migrant 
No Name Middle Socia I Studies English Learners 
No Name Middle Socia I Studies Gifted/Talented 
No Name Middle Socia I Studies Free/Reduced -Price Meals 
No Name Middle Socia l Studies Disability-With IEP (Total) 
No Name Middle Social Studies Disabili ty-With IEP (not Including 
Alternate) 
No Name Middle Social Studies Disabili ty-Wit h Accommodation (not 
including Alternate) 
No Name M iddle Social Studies Disability-Alternate Only 
No Name M iddle Social Studies Gap Group (non-duplicat ed) 
No Name Middle Writing All Students 
No Name Middle Writing Male 
No Name Middle Writing Female 
No Name Middle Writing White (Non-Hispanic) 
No Name Middle Writing African American 
No Name Middle Writing Hispanic 
No Name Middle Writing Asian 
No Name M iddle Writing American Indian or Alaska Native 
No Name Middle Writing Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islander 
No Name Middle Writing Two or more races 
No Name Middle Writing M igrant 
No Name Middle Writing English Learners 
No Name Middle 
-·--·--
Writing Gifted/Talented 
676 52.8 26.6 17.9 
259 34.4 39.0 23.2 
147 38.1 36.1 23.1 
112 29.5 42.9 23.2 
148 30.4 40.5 25.0 
88 44.3 36.4 17.0 
18 22.2 38.9 33.3 
2* 
3* 
1* 
216 37.5 37.0 21.3 
42 61.9 26.2 11.9 
31 71.0 29.0 0.0 
30. 
11 36.4 18.2 45.5 
227 36.6 37.4 22.0 
513 49.5 42.7 7.6 
291 59.8 35.4 4.8 
222 36.0 52.3 11.3 
280 43.6 47.9 8.6 
181 62.4 31.5 6.1 
37 35.1 56.8 5.4 
1* 
2* 
1* 
lP 
2* 
2.7 20.6 
3.5 26.6 
2.7 25.9 
4.5 27.7 
4.1 29.1 
2.3 19.3 
5.6 38.9 
4.2 25.5 
0.0 11.9 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 45.5 
4.0 26.0 
0.2 7.8 
0.0 4.8 
0.5 11.7 
0.0 8.6 
0.0 6.1 
2.7 8.1 
0.0 33.9 
0.0 46.1 
0.0 44.0 
0.0 49.2 
0.0 49.4 
0.0 37.5 
0.0 58.4 
0.0 44.0 
0.0 25.0 
0.0 14.5 
0.0 54.6 
0.0 44.7 
0.0 29.2 
0.0 22.5 
0.0 37.9 
0.0 32.6 
0.0 21.9 
0.0 36.5 
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No Name Middle Writing Free/Reduced-Price Meals 444 50.5 
No Name Middle Writing Disability-With IEP (Total) 86 74.4 
No Name Middle Writing Disability-With IEP (not including 65 92.3 Alternate) 
No Name Middle Writing 
Disability-With Accommodation (not 
60* including Alternate) 
No Name Middle Writing Disability-Alternate Only 21 19.0 
No Name Middle Writing Gap Group (non-duplicated) 465 51.0 
43.0 6.3 0.2 
23.3 2.3 0.0 
7.7 0.0 0.0 
71.4 9.5 0.0 
42.6 6.2 0.2 
5.5 0.0 
2.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
9.5 0.0 
6.5 0.0 
28.0 
14.0 
3.9 
45.2 
27.8 
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NONAME SAFETY DATA 
RPT 
RPT 
SCH NAME HEADE RPT HEADER UNE RPT liNE WHIT BlACK 
R ORDER E CNT CNT ORDER 
NoName M iddle A Behavior Events A Assault, 1st degree 0 0 
NoName M iddle A Behavior Events B Other Assault or Violence 11 21 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events c Weapons 0 1 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events D Harassment (includes bullying) 37 91 
Not~ame M iddle A Behavior Events E Drugs 0 3 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events F Alcohol 0 0 
NoName M iddle A Behavior Events G Tobacco · 3 0 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events H State Resolutions not reported 86 171 
above 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events I Total 137 287 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events J %of Total Events 29.3% 61.5% 
NoName Middle A Behavior Events K Violations per 1,000 ADA 188 393 
NoName Middle B Discipline-Resolutions A Expelled, receiving services 0 0 (SSP1) 
NoName Middle B Discipline-Resolutions B Expelled, not receiving 0 0 
services (SSPZ) 
NoName Middle B Discipline-Resolutions c Out-of-School suspensions 87 183 (SSP3) 
NoName Middle B Discipline-Resolutions D Corporal Punishment (SSP5) 0 0 
NoName Middle B Discipline-Resolutions E In-School Removal (INSR) 11 25 
NoName Middle 6 Discipline-Resolutions F Restraint (SSP7) 7 15 
NoName Middle B Discipline-Resolutions G Seclusion (SSP8) 0 0 
NoName Middle a Oiscipline-·Resolutions H Unilateral Removal by School 0 0 
Personnel (IAESl) 
NoName M iddle a Discipline-Resolutions I Removal by Hearing 0 0 Officer(IAES2) 
NoName Middle 8 Discipline-Resolutions J Total 105 223 
NoName M iddle 8 Oisclpline-Resolutions K o/oofTotal Resolut ions 29.3% 62 .3% 
NoName M iddle c Legal Sanctions A Arrests 0 0 
NoName Middle c Legal Sanctions B Charges 0 l 
NoName Middle c Legal Sanctions c Civil Damages 0 0 
NoName Middle c l egal Sanctions D School Resource Officer 0 1 
Involvement 
NoName Middle c Legal Sanctions E Court Designated Worker 0 0 Involvement 
NoName Middle c Legal Sanctions F Total 0 2 
NoName Middle D Behavior Events By Grade Level I Grade07 55 96 
HISPANIC ASIA AlAN HAWAIIAN OTHE MALE 
CNT N CNT CNT CNT RCNT CNT 
0 . . . 0 0 
1 . . . 2 23 
0 . . . 0 0 
15 . . . 3 97 
1 . . . 0 3 
0 . . 0 0 
0 . . 0 3 
15 . . 5 165 
32 . . . 10 291 
6.9% . . . 2.1% 62 .3% 
44 . . 14 399 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
20 . . . 5 176 
0 . . . 0 0 
1 . . . 0 24 
1 . . . 2 14 
0 . • . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
22 . . . 7 214 
6.1% . . . 2.0% 59.8% 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
6 . . . 2 83 
TOTAl 
FE MAL STDNT 
ECNT CNT 
0 0 
12 35 
1 l 
49 88 
1 4 
0 0 
0 3 
113 159 
176 290 
37.7% 
241 
0 0 
0 0 
120 154 
0 0 
13 37 
11 18 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
144 209 
40.2% 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
2 2 
76 81 
TOTAl 
UNIQUE 
EVENT 
CNT 
0 
35 
l 
146 
4 
0 
3 
278 
467 
0 
0 
296 
0 
37 
25 
0 
0 
0 
358 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
159 
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NoName Middle D Behavior Events By Grade l evel J Grade 08 50 102 
NoNarne Middle D Behavior Events By Grade l evel p Total 137 287 
NoName Middle E Behavior Events by Socio-Economic Status A Free Meal Status 96 254 
NoName Middle E Behavior Events by Socio-Economic Status B Reduced Meal Status 5 1 
NoName Middle E Behavior Events by Socio-Economic Status c Paid Meal Status 36 32 
NoName Middle E Behavior Events by Socio-Economic Status D Total 137 287 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by l ocation A Classroom 112 223 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by Location B Bus 3 3 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location c Hallway/Stairwell 15 43 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by Location D Cafeteria 3 3 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by l ocation E Campus Grounds 0 4 
NoNa me Middle F Behavior Events by l ocation F Off-Campus 0 0 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location G Restroom ] 2 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location H Gymnasium 2 8 
NoNa me M iddle F Behavior Events by location I Office 0 1 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location J Athletic Field 0 0 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location K Playground 0 0 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location l Field Trip 0 0 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by Location M Other 1 0 
NoName Middle F Behavior Events by location N Total 137 287 
NoName Middle G Behavior Events by Context A School Sponsored Event; 131 274 
During School Hours 
NoName M iddle G Behavior Events by Context 8 School Sponsored Event; Not 0 0 During School Hours 
NoName Middle G Behavior Events by Context c Non School Sponsored Event; 0 0 During School Hours 
NoName Middle G 6ehavior Events by Context D Non School Sponsored Event; 0 0 Not During School Hours 
NoName Middle G Behavior Events by_Context E Total 131 274 
20 . . 119 
32 . . . 10 291 
28 . . 9 238 
0 . . . 1 6 
4 . . . 0 47 
32 . . 10 291 
26 . . . 8 240 
0 . . . 0 4 
2 . . . 2 29 
1 . . . 0 4 
0 . . . 0 4 
1 . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 1 
2 . . (j 7 
0 . . . 0 1 
0 . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . 0 0 
0 . . 0 1 
32 . . 10 291 
31 . . . 8 278 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
31 . . 8 278 
56 65 
176 211 
150 180 
1 4 
25 30 
176 214 
130 177 
2 6 
33 49 
3 7 
0 4 
1 1 
2 3 
5 12 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
176 261 
167 209 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
167 209 
175 
467 
388 
7 
72 
467 
370 
6 
62 
7 
4 
1 
3 
12 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
467 
445 
0 
0 
0 
445 
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Q10.6 
Q10.7 
Kentucky 89.32% responded 
Overall County 76.45% responded 
Kentucky Middle School 89.51% responded 
NoName M S 93.75% responded 
Overall, my school is a good place to work and 
learn. 
At this school, we utilize the resul ts from the TELL 
Kentucky Survey as a tool for school improvement. 
Kentucky Overall County Kentucky Middle School NoName M S 
87.9% 84.4% 87.7% 72.9% 
84.7% 79.3% 83.8% 87.5% 
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DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 101 
Appendix D 
HOMETOWN HIGH GROWTH DATA 0 ti:l 
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SCH NAME CONTENT TYPE DISAGG LABEL 
Hometown High Language Mechanics All Students 
Hometown High Language Mechanics Male 
Hometown High language Mechanics Female 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
White (Non-
Hispanic) 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
African 
American 
Hometown High Language Mechanics Hispanic 
Hometown High Language Mechanics Asian 
Hometown High Language Mechanics American Indian 
or Alaska Native 
Hometown High Language Mechanics or Other Pacific 
Islander 
1wo or more 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
races 
Hometown High Language Mechanics Migrant 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
English Learners 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
Gifted/Talented 
Hometown High language Mechanics 
Free/Reduced-
Price Meals 
Hometown High Language Mechanics Disability-With 
IEP (Total) 
Disabili ty-With 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
IEP (not 
including 
Alternate) 
HOMETOWN HIGH CONTENT RESULTS 
NBR PCT PCT PCT PCT 
TESTED NOVICE APPRENTICE PROFICIENT DISTINGUISHED 
191 57.1 27.2 9.9 5.8 
92 60.9 22.8 13.0 3.3 
99 53.5 31.3 7.1 8. 1 
52 46.2 25.0 17.3 11.5 
92 70.7 20.7 4.3 4.3 
22 40.9 40.9 13.6 4.5 
22* 
3* 
47 66.0 27.7 6.4 0.0 
180 57.2 28.9 9.4 4.4 
31 67.7 25.8 6.5 0.0 
28* 
PCT PROFICIENT 
OR 
DISTINGUISHED 
15.7 
16.3 
15.2 
28.8 
8.7 
18.2 
6.4 
13.9 
6.5 
PCT 
BONUS 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
NAPD 
CALCULATIO 
N 
29.3 
27.7 
30.9 
41.3 
19.1 
38.7 
20.3 
28.4 
19.4 
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Hometown High Language Mechanics 
Disability-With 
Accommodation 
(not including 
Alternate) 25. 
Hometown High Language Mechanics 
Disability-
Alternate Only 3* 
Hometown High Language Mechanics Gap Group (non-
duplicated) 186 
Hometown High Mathematics All Students 184 
Hometown High Mathematics Male 95 
Hometown High Mathematics Female 89 
Hometown High Mathematics 
White (Non-
Hispanic) 41 
Hometown High Mathematics 
African 
American 98 
Hometown High Mathematics Hispanic 18* 
Hometown High Mathematics Asian 24 
Hometown High Mathemat ics American Indian 
or Alaska Native 
Hometown High Mathematics 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Islander 
Hometown High Mathemat ics 
Two or more 
races 3. 
Hometown High Mathematics Migrant 
Hometown High Mathematics 
English Learners 39 
Hometown High Mathematics Gifted/Talented 
Hometown High Mathematics Free/Reduced-Price Meals 167 
57.0 28.0 9.7 5.4 
29.3 46.2 21.7 2.7 
24.2 51.6 22.1 2.1 
34.8 40.4 21.3 3.4 
26.8 48.8 19.5 4.9 
29.6 51.0 19.4 0.0 
25.0 33.3 29.2 12.5 
35.9 48.7 12.8 2.6 
29.9 46.1 21.6 2.4 
15.1 0.0 
24.5 o.o 
24.2 0.0 
24.7 0.0 
24.4 0.0 
19.4 0.0 
41.7 o.o 
15.4 0.0 
24.0 0.0 
29.1 
47.6 
so.o 
44.9 
48.8 
44.9 
58.4 
39.8 
47.1 
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Hometown High Mathematics Disability-With 
IEP (Total) 19 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Mathematics 
IEP (not 
including 
Alternate) 16* 
Hometown High Mathematics 
Disability-With 
Accommodation 
{not including 
Alternate) 16* 
Hometown High Mathematics 
Disability-
Alternate Only 3• 
Hometown High Mathematics Gap Group {non-
duplicated) 177 
Hometown High Reading All Students 295 
Hon;1etown High Reading Male 162 
Hometown High Reading Female 133 
Hometown High Reading 
White (Non-
Hispanic) 62 
Hometown High Reading African 
American 164 
Hometown High Reading Hispanic 37 
Hometown High Reading Asian 27 
Hometown High Reading American Indian 
or Alaska Native 1* 
Hometown High Reading 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Islander 
Hometown High Reading Two or more 
races 4* 
Hometown High Reading Migrant 
31.6 52.6 15.8 0.0 
29.4 45.8 22.0 2.8 
77.6 9.2 12.5 0.7 
75.9 10.5 13.6 0.0 
79.7 7.5 11.3 1.5 
64.5 11.3 21.0 3.2 
80.5 9.8 9.8 0.0 
83.8 5.4 10.8 0.0 
85.2 3.7 11.1 0.0 
15.8 0.0 
24.9 0.0 
13.2 0.0 
13.6 0.0 
12.8 0.0 
24.2 0.0 
9.8 0.0 
10.8 0.0 
11.1 0.0 
42.1 
47.8 
17.8 
18.9 
16.6 
29.9 
14.7 
13.5 
13.0 
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Hometown High Reading English Learners 74 97.3 
Hometown High Reading Gifted/Talented 
Hometown High Reading Free/Reduced-Price Meals 280 77.5 
Hometown High Reading Disability-With 
IEP (Total) 40 77.5 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Reading IEP (not 
including 
Alternate) 35* 
Hometown High Reading Disability-With 
Accommodation 
(not including 
Alternate) 34* 
Hometown High Reading Disability-
Alternate Only 5• 
Hometown High Reading Gap Group (non-
duplicated) 290 78.3 
Hometown High Science All Students 184 37.0 
Hometown High Science Male 95 34.7 
Hometown High Science Female 89 39.3 
Hometown High Science White (Non-
Hispanic) so 22.0 
Hometown High Science African 
American 96 47.9 
Hometown High Science Hispanic l3 15.4 
Hometown High Science Asian 20 45.0 
Hometown High Science American Indian 
or Alaska Native 
-
2.7 0 .0 0.0 
9.3 12.5 0.7 
15.0 7.5 0.0 
9.0 12.1 0.7 
46.2 10.3 6.5 
43.2 14.7 7.4 
49.4 5.6 5.6 
48.0 18.0 12.0 
44.8 6.3 1.0 
61.5 7.7 15.4 
35.0 5.0 15.0 
0.0 0.0 
13.2 0.0 
7.5 0.0 
12.8 0.0 
16.8 0.0 
22.1 0.0 
11.2 0.0 
30.0 0.0 
7.3 0.0 
23.1 0.0 
20.0 0.0 
1.4 
17.9 
15.0 
17.3 
39.9 
43.7 
35.9 
54.0 
29.7 
53.9 
37.5 
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Hometown High Science Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Islander 
Hometown High Science 
Two or more 
races s• 
Hometown High Science Migrant 
Hometown High Science 
English learners 29 
Hometown High Science Gifted/Talented 
Hometown High Science Free/Reduced-Price Meals 165 
Hometown High Science Disability-With 
IEP (Total) 19 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Science 
IEP (not 
including 
Alternate) 19 
Hometown High Science Disability-With 
Accommodat ion 
(not including 
Alternate) 19 
Hometown High Science 
Disability-
Alternate Only 
Hometown High Science Gap Group (non-
duplicated) 172 
Hometown High Social Studies All Students 201 
Hometown High Social Studies Male 109 
Hometown High Social Studies Female 92 
Hometown High Social Studies White (Non-Hispanic) 46 
69.0 31.0 0.0 0.0 
41.2 44.2 9.1 5.5 
73.7 26.3 0.0 0.0 
73.7 26.3 0.0 0.0 
73.7 26.3 0.0 0.0 
39.5 45.3 9.3 5.8 
42.3 21.9 32.8 3.0 
42.2 15.6 38.5 3.7 
42.4 29.3 26.1 2.2 
34.8 17.4 41.3 6.5 
0.0 0.0 
14.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
15.1 0.0 
35.8 o.o 
42.2 0.0 
28.3 0.0 
47.8 0.0 
15.5 
36.6 
13.2 
13.2 
13.2 
37.8 
46.8 
50.0 
43.0 
56.5 
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Hometown High Socia l Studies 
African 
American 
Hometown High Socia l Studies Hispanic 
Hometown High Socia l Studies Asian 
Hometown High Social Studies American Indian 
or Alaska Native 
Hometown High Social Studies 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Islander 
Hometown High Social Studies 
Two or more 
races 
Hometown High Social Studies M igrant 
Hometown High Social Studies 
English Learners 
Hometown High Social Studies 
Gifted/Talented 
Hometown High Social Studies 
Free/Reduced-
Price Meals 
Hometown High Socia l Studies Disability-With 
IEP (Total) 
Disability-W ith 
Hometown High Social Studies 
IEP (not 
including 
Alternate) 
Hom etown High Social Studies 
Disability-With 
Accommodation 
(not including 
Alternate) 
Hometown High Social Studies 
Disability-
-···-
Alternate Only 
115 43.S 24.3 31.3 
18 44.4 33.3 16.7 
18 61.1 S.6 33.3 
4* 
41 70.7 14.6 14.6 
186 44.6 22.0 31.2 
9* 
s• 
s• 
4• 
0.9 32.2 
S.6 22.2 
0.0 33.3 
0.0 14.6 
2.2 33.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
44.4 
38.9 
36.1 
21.9 
44.3 
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Hometown High Social Studies Gap Group (non-
duplicated) 194 
Hometown High Writing All Students 500 
Hometown High Writing Male 255 
Hometown High Writing Female 245 
Hometown High Writing 
White (Non-
Hispanic) 121 
Hometown High Writing African 
American 261 
Hometown High Writing Hispanic 62 
Hometown High Writing Asian 48 
Hometown High Writing American Indian 
or Alaska Native 1* 
Hometown High Writing Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Islander 
Hometown High Writing 
Two or more 
races 7* 
Hometown High Writ ing Migrant 
Hometown High Writing English Learners 132 
Hometown High Writing Gifted/Talented 
Hometown High Writing Free/Reduced-
Price Meals 469 
Hometown High Writing Disability-With 
IEP (Total) 74 
Disabili ty-With 
Hometown High Writing IEP (not 
including 
Alternate) 66 
43.3 22.7 32.0 2.1 
38.0 49.8 10.8 1.4 
42.0 46.7 9.4 2.0 
33.9 53.1 12.2 0.8 
37.2 44.6 16.5 1.7 
36.8 54.4 7.3 1.5 
43.5 48.4 6.5 1.6 
43.8 39.6 16.7 0.0 
57.6 38.6 3.8 0.0 
38.4 50.1 10.2 1.3 
63.5 28.4 6.8 1.4 
71.2 24.2 4.5 0.0 
34.0 
12.2 
11.4 
13.1 
18.2 
8.8 
8.1 
16.7 
3.8 
11.5 
8.1 
4.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
45.4 
37.1 
34.8 
39.7 
40.5 
36.0 
32.3 
36.5 
23.1 
36.6 
22.3 
16.6 
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Hometown High Writing 
Disability-With 
Accommodation 
(not including 
Alternate) 59 71.2 
Hometown High Wri ting 
Disability-
Alternate Only 8* 
Hometown High Writing Gap Group (non-
duplicated) 488 38.3 
25.4 3.4 0.0 
50.0 10.5 1.2 
--
3.4 0.0 16.1 
11.7 o.o 36.7 
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HOMETOWN HIGH SAFETY DATA 
RPT 
RPT UNE WHITE BLACK HISPANIC ASIAN SCH NAME HEADER RPTHEADER RPTLINE 
ORDER ORDER CNT CNT CNT CNT 
Hometown High A Behavior Events A Assault, 1st degree 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High A Behavio r Events B Other Assault or Violence 8 19 2 2 
Hometown High A Behavior Events c Weapons 0 8 0 0 
Hometown High A Behavior Events D Harassm ent (i ncludes bullying) 60 198 8 4 
Homet own High A Behavior Events E Drugs 6 17 l 2 
Hometown High A Behavior Events F Alcohol 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High A Behavior Events G Tobacco 6 9 0 0 
Hometown High A Behavior Events H State Resolutions not reported 337 1,346 85 66 
above 
Hometown High A Behavior Events I Total 417 1.597 96 74 
Hometown High A Behavior Events J %of Total Events 18.8% 71.8% 4.3% 3 .3% 
Hometown High A Behavior Event.s K Violations per 1,000 ADA 407 1,560 94 72 
Hometown High B Di scipline-Resolutions A Expelled, receiving services 0 0 0 0 (SSP1) 
Hometown High B Discipli ne-Resolutions B Expelled, not receiving services (SSP2) 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High B Oiscipline·Resolution.s c Out-o f-School suspension s 186 704 47 34 (SSP3) 
Hometow n High B Discipline-Resolutions D Corporal Punishment (SSPS) 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High B Discipline-Resolutions E In-School Removal (INSR) 241 852 49 40 
Hometown High B Disciplina 4 Resofutions F Restraint (SSP7) 4 5 0 0 
Hometown High B Discipline-Resolutions G Seclusion (SSP8) 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High B Discipline-Resolutions H Unilateral Removal by School 0 0 0 0 Personnel (IAESl ) 
Hometown High B Discipline-Resolutions I Removal by Hearing 0 0 0 0 Officer( IAES2) 
Homet own High 8 Oisclpline·Resolutions J Total 431 1,561 96 74 
Hometown High 8 Dlsd p1ine-Resolutions K %of Total Resolutions 19.6% 70.9% 4.4% 3.4% 
Hometown High c legal Sanctions A Arrests 0 3 0 0 
Hometown High c legal Sanctions B Charges 1 16 0 1 
Hometown High c Legal Sanctions c Civil Dam ages 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High c l egal Sanctions D School Resource Officer 
Involvement 
3 14 0 0 
Hometown High c Legal Sanctions E Court Designated Worker Involvement 0 0 0 0 
Hometown High c legal Sanctions F Total 4 33 0 1 
Hometown High D 
Behavior Ev~nts By Grt)de 
K Grade09 248 791 53 so level 
AlAN HAWAIIAN OTHER M ALE 
CNT CNT CNT CNT 
. . 0 0 
. 0 26 
. . 0 s 
. 1 200 
. . 2 2S 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 14 
. . 35 1,240 
. . 38 1,510 
. . 1.7% 67.9% 
. . 37 1,475 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 0 
. . 10 674 
. . 0 0 
. . 28 798 
. 0 7 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 0 
. . 38 1,479 
. . 1.7% 67.2% 
. 
' 
0 2 
. . 0 16 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 15 
. 
' 
0 0 
. 0 33 
. . 8 29 
TOTAL 
FEMAlE 
STDNT 
CNT CNT 
0 0 
5 29 
3 8 
71 169 
3 28 
0 0 
1 14 
631 550 
714 798 
32:1% 
697 
0 0 
0 0 
309 414 
0 0 
412 433 
2 9 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
723 856 
32.8% 
1 3 
3 19 
0 0 
3 18 
0 0 
7 40 
334 244 
TOTAL 
UNIQUE 
EVENT 
CNT 
0 
31 
8 
271 
28 
0 
15 
1,871 
2,224 
0 
0 
983 
0 
1,210 
9 
0 
0 
0 
2.202 
3 
19 
0 
18 
0 
40 
1,163 
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Hometown High D Behavior Events By Grade 
level 
l Grade 10 85 472 29 
Hometown High D Behavior Events By Grade 
level 
M Gradell 44 164 8 
Hometown High D 8ehavior Events By Grade level N Grade 12 40 170 6 
Hometown High D Behavior Events By Grade 
level 
p Total 417 1,597 96 
Hometown High E 
Behavior Events by Socio· 
Economic Status 
A Free Meal Status 315 1,466 61 
Hometown High E Behavior Events by Socio · a Reduced Meal Status 10 22 0 Economic Status 
Hometown High E 
Behavior Events by Socia-
Economic Status 
c Paid Meal Status 92 109 35 
Hometown High E 
Behavior Evtnts by Soefo- D Total 417 1,597 96 
Economic Status 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by A Classroom 377 1,405 85 
location 
Hometown High F 
Behavior Events by 
8 location Bus 1 8 0 
Hometown High F 
Behavior Events by 
Location 
c Hallway/Stairwell 23 121 7 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by D Cafeteria 4 20 2 
Lotation 
Hometown High F 
Behavior Events by 
Location 
E campus Grounds 7 16 1 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by F Off-Campus 0 8 0 
Location 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by G 
location Restroom 1 0 0 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by 
Location 
H Gymnasium 0 4 1 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by I 
location 
Office 2 4 0 
Hometown High F 
Behavior Events by 
J 
Location Athletic f ield 0 2 0 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by K Playground 0 0 0 location 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by l 
location 
Field Trip 0 0 0 
Hometown High F Behavior Events by 
location 
M Other 2 9 0 
Hometown High f Behavior Events by N To tal 417 1,597 96 location 
Hometown High G Behavior Events by A School Sponsored Event; 416 1,589 96 Contekt Our_in_g School Hours 
15 . . . 376 
7 . . 146 
2 . . . 159 
74 . . 38 1,510 
65 . . 31 1,296 
9 . . 6 36 
0 . . 1 178 
74 . . 38 1,S10 
68 . . 37 1.340 
0 . 0 8 
2 . . 1 102 
2 0 16 
2 . . 0 18 
0 . . 0 8 
0 . . 0 1 
0 . 0 4 
0 • . 0 4 
0 . . 0 2 
0 . 0 0 
0 . . 0 0 
0 . 0 7 
74 . 38 1,510 
74 . 38 1,507 
231 161 
83 86 
66 92 
714 583 
644 489 
11 17 
59 94 
714 600 
633 550 
1 9 
53 116 
12 28 
8 24 
0 8 
0 1 
1 s 
2 6 
0 2 
0 0 
0 0 
4 11 
714 760 
708 581 
607 
229 
225 
2,224 
1,940 
47 
237 
2,224 
1,973 
9 
155 
28 
26 
8 
1 
s 
6 
2 
0 
0 
11 
2,224 
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Hometown High G Behavior Events by 
Context 
B School Sponsored Event; Not During School Hours 0 7 0 
Hometown High G Behavior Events by c 
Context 
Non School Sponsored Event; 
During School Hours 0 0 0 
Hometown High G 8ehavior Events by D 
Context 
Non School Sponsored Event; 0 Not During School Hours 0 0 
Hometown High G Behavior Events by 
Context 
E Total 416 1,596 96 
0 . . 0 1 
0 . 0 0 
0 . . 0 0 
74 . 38 1,508 
6 7 
0 0 
0 0 
714 588 
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-Hometown High I CCR 
-
Hometown High ICCR 
-
Hometown High I CCR 
HOMETOWN HIGH COLLEGE/CAREER READY DATA 
Meals 
Disability-With IEP 
·-
.. 
IDisabilitv-With IEP (not I 
r:: -.--···-, .. ·-· ··--- I 
~ =-~~!!~~=~:, ,, ._., I 
GRADUATES 
WITH 
193 
6* 
1* 
s• 
203 I 
COLLEGE 
READY 
69 I 
CAREER 
READY 
CAREER I CAREER 
READY 
ACADEMIC I TECHNICAL 
22 I 39 I 
READY 
TOTAL 
21 I 
NBR CCR 
PCT CCR 
NO 
REGULAR · BONUS 
87 I 42.9 I 
PCT CCR 
WITH 
BONUS 
44.8 
47.0 
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Q10.6 
Q10.7 
Kentucky 89.32% responded 
Overall County 76.45% responded 
Kentucky High School 85.58% responded 
Hometown High 69.47% responded 
Overall, my school is a good place to work and 
learn. 
At this school, we utilize the results from the TELL 
Kentucky Survey as a tool for school improvement. 
Kentucky Overall County Kentucky High School Hometown High 
87.9% 84.4% 86.7% 44.4% 
84.7% 79.3% 81.7% 57.1% 
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HOMETOWN HIGH ACT DATA 
STDNT STDNT ENGLISH ENGLISH 
TESTED MATH 
TESTED 
BNCHMRK MEAN BNCHMRK M EAN 
SCH NAME TEST TYPE DISAGG LABEL CNT CNT SCORE PCT SCORE 
Hometown High ACT All Students 169 174 13.5 17.8 16.0 
Hometown High ACT Male 80 81 13.4 19.8 16.0 
Hometown High ACT Female 89 93 13.6 16.1 15.9 
Hometown High White (Non-
ACT Hispanic) 44 46 16.0 32.6 16.6 
Hometown High African 
ACT American 81 82 12.4 11.0 15.4 
Hometown High ACT Hispanic 19 21 13.3 19.0 15.8 
Hometown High· ACT Asian 22 22 12.7 9.1 16.4 
Hometown High American Indian 
ACT or Alaska Native 
Hometown High 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
ACT Islander 
Hometown High Two or more 
ACT races 3• 3" 
Hometown High ACT Migrant 
Hometown High 
ACT English l earners 45 46 10.4 0.0 14.7 
Hometown High Free/Reduced-
ACT Price Meals 159 163 13.3 16.6 15.8 
Hometown High Disability-Wi th 
ACT IEP (Total) 25 30 11.9 3.3 15.1 
Hometown High Gap Group (non-
ACT cJl)Piicated) 166* 171* 
MATH READING READING 
BNCHMRK MEAN BNCHMRK 
PCT SCORE PCT 
14.4 15.7 17.2 
14.8 15.5 19.8 
14.0 15.8 15.1 
23.9 17.9 28.3 
9.8 14.8 11.0 
9.5 15.0 14.3 
13.6 15.0 18.2 
2.2 12.1 2.2 
14.1 15.4 16.6 
6.7 15.1 13.3 
SCIENCE 
MEAN 
SCORE 
15.6 
15.8 
15.5 
16.2 
14.9 
15.5 
16.6 
14.5 
15.5 
13.2 
COMPOSITE 
MEAN 
SCORE 
15.3 
15.3 
15.3 
16.8 
14.5 
14.9 
15.3 
13.0 
15.1 
14.0 
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HOMETOWN HIGH ADVANCED PLACEMENT RESULTS 
EXAM TAKEN I EXAM TAKEN 
GRADE3TOS CNT GRADE3T05 PCT 
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HOMETOWN HIGH ENROLLMENT DATA 0 ti:l 
< 
ti:l 
SCH_NAME Hometown High Hometown High Hometown High Hometown High Hometown High l' 0 
GRADE Grade 09 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 Grade 14 '"t:l ........ z MEMBERSHIP _TOTAL 437 322 188 223 6 0 
MALE_ TOTAL 271 173 90 113 2 ...., ::r:: 
FEMALE_ TOTAL 166 149 98 110 4 ti:l 
WHITE_MALE_CNT 90 36 24 28 1 til ~ 
........ 
WHITE_ FEMALE_ CNT 32 30 29 27 2 l' 
l' WHITE_ TOTAL 122 66 53 55 3 til 
BLACK_MALE_ CNT 136 91 44 64 1 0 
"'tj 
BLACK_FEMALE_ CNT 92 91 46 63 2 '"t:l ~ 
BLACK_ TOTAL 228 182 90 127 3 ........ z 
HISPANIC_MALE_CNT 25 24 12 9 0 (') 
........ 
HISPANIC_ FEMALE_CNT 22 18 8 9 0 '"t:l ;!> 
HISPANIC_ TOTAL 47 42 20 18 0 l' til 
ASIAN_MALE_ CNT 18 18 9 9 0 
ASIAN_FEMALE_ CNT 15 9 13 9 0 
ASIAN_ TOTAL 33 27 22 18 0 
AIAN_ MALE_CNT 0 1 0 0 0 
AIAN_ FEMALE_CNT 0 0 0 0 0 
AlAN_ TOTAL 0 1 0 0 0 
HAWAIIAN_ MALE_CNT 0 0 0 0 0 
HAWAIIAN_FEMALE_ CNT 0 0 0 0 0 
HAWAIIAN_ TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
TWO_ OR_ MORE_ RACE_MALE_ CNT 2 3 1 3 0 
TWO_OR_ MORE_RACE_FEMALE_CNT 5 1 2 2 0 
TWO_ OR_MORE_RACE_ TOTAL 7 4 3 5 0 ..... ..... 
00 
HOMETOWN HIGH NOVICE REDUCTION DATA 
Prior Year 
Prior Year 
Current Year 
Current Year 
NOVICE PCT REDUCTION TARGET NOVICEPCT 
REDUCTION TARGET 
SCHNAME CONTENT TYPE DISAGG LABEL NEEDED M ET 
Hometown High Mathematics African American 31.6 3.2 29.6 2.0 
Hometown High Mathematics American Indian or Alaska Native 
Hometown High Mathematics Disability-With IEP {Tota l) 50.0 5.0 31.6 5.0 
Hometown High Mathematics English Learners 43.3 4.3 35.9 4.3 
Hometown High Mathematics Free/Reduced-Price Meals 29.8 3.0 29.9 o.o 
Hometown High Mat hematics Gap Group (non-duplicated) 29.7 3.0 29.4 0.3 
Hometown High Mathematics Hispanic 
Hometown High Reading Afr ican American 71.3 7.1 80.5 0.0 
Hometown High Reading American Indian or Alaska Native 
Hometown High Reading Disabili ty-With IEP (Total) 77.5 7.8 77.5 0.0 
Hometown High Reading English Learners 93.0 9.3 97.3 0.0 
Hometown High Reading Free/Reduced-Price Meals 67.6 6.8 77.5 0.0 
Hometown High Reading Gap Group (non-duplicated) 66.2 6.6 78.3 0.0 
Hometown High Reading Hispanic ... . .. . .. ... 
PCT POINTS BY 
TARGET CONTENT 
MET AREA 
62.5 54.5 
54.5 
100.0 54.5 
100.0 54.5 
0.0 54.5 
10.0 54.5 
54.5 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
-
POINTS 
BYNR 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 I 
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HOMETOWN HIGH GRADE LEVEL PERFORMANCE DATA 
CONTENT GRADE NBR PCT PCT PCT PCT 
SCH NAME TYPE LEVEL DISAGG LABEL TESTED NOVICE APPRENTICE PROFICIENT DISTINGUISHED 
Hometown High Writing 10 All Students 314 36.0 55.7 7.3 1.0 
Hometown High Writing 10 Male 169 40.8 50.9 7.1 1.2 
Hometown High Writing 10 Female 145 30.3 61.4 7.6 0.7 
White (Non-
Hometown High Writing 10 Hispanic) 69 39.1 46.4 13.0 1.4 
African 
Hometown High Writing 10 American 173 32.9 61.3 4.6 1.2 
Hometown High Writing 10 Hispanic 41 46.3 51.2 2.4 0.0 
Hometown High Writing 10 Asian 26 38.5 50.0 11.5 0.0 
American 
Indian or Alaska 
Hometown High Writing 10 Native 1* 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Writing 10 Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Writing 10 races 4• 
Hometown High Writing 10 Migrant 
Hometown High Writing 10 English Learners 91 54.9 41.8 3.3 0.0 
Hometown High Writing 10 Gifted/Talented 
Free/Reduced-
Hometown High Writing 10 Price Meals 294 35.7 56.1 7.1 1.0 
Disability-Wi th 
Hometown High Writing 10 IEP (Total) 42 61.9 31.0 7.1 0.0 
Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Writing 10 Alternate) 39* 
PCT PROFICIENT 
OR PCT 
DISTINGUISHED BONUS 
8.3 0.0 
8.3 0.0 
8.3 0.0 
14.5 0 .0 
5.8 0.0 
2.4 0.0 
11.5 0.0 
3.3 0.0 
8.2 0.0 
7.1 0.0 
NAPD 
CALCULATION 
36.2 
33.8 
39.0 
37.7 
36.5 
28.0 
36.5 
24.2 
36.3 
22.6 
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0 
Disability-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Writing 10 Alternate) 
Disability-
Hometown High Writing 10 Alternate Only 
Gap Group (non 
Hometown High Writing 10 duplicated) 
Hometown High Language 11 All Students 
Hometown High Language 11 Male 
Hometown High Language 11 Female 
White (Non-
Hometown High Language 11 Hispanic) 
African 
Hometown High Language 11 American 
Hometown High Language 11 Hispanic 
Hometown High Language 11 Asian 
American 
Indian or Alaska 
Hometown High Language 11 Native 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Language 11 Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Language 11 races 
Hometown High Language 11 Migrant 
Hometown High Language r 11 English Learners 
Hometown High Language 11 Gifted/Talented 
Free/Reduced-
Hometown High Language 11 Price Meals 
35* 
3* 
306 35.9 56.2 6.9 
191 57.1 27.2 9.9 
92 60.9 22.8 13.0 
99 53.5 31.3 7.1 
52 46.2 25.0 17.3 
92 70.7 20.7 4.3 
22 40.9 40.9 13.6 
22" 
3* 
47 66.0 27.7 6.4 
180 57.2 28.9 9.4 
1.0 7.8 
5.8 15.7 
3.3 16.3 
8.1 15.2 
11.5 28.8 
4.3 8.7 
4.5 18.2 
0.0 6.4 
4.4 13.9 
0.0 35.9 
0.0 29.3 
0.0 27.7 
0.0 30.9 
0.0 41.3 
0.0 19.1 
0.0 38.7 
0.0 20.3 
0.0 28.4 
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Disability-With 
Hometown High Language 11 IEP (Total) 
Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Language r 11 Alternate) 
Disability-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Language r 11 Alternate) 
Disability-
Hometown High Language r 11 Alternate Only 
Gap Group (non 
Hometown High Language r 11 duplicated) 
Hometown High Writ ing 11 All Students 
Hometown High Writing 11 Male 
Hometown High Writing 11 Female 
White (Non-
Hometown High Writing 11 Hispanic) 
African 
Hometown High Writing 11 American 
Hometown High Writing 11 Hispanic 
Hometown High Writing 11 Asian 
American 
Indian or Alaska 
Hometown High Writing 11 Native 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Writing 11 Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Writing 11 races 
31 67.7 25.8 6.5 
28* 
25* 
3* 
186 57.0 28.0 9.7 
186 41.4 39.8 16.7 
86 44.2 38.4 14.0 
100 39.0 41.0 19.0 
52 34.6 42.3 21.2 
88 44.3 40.9 12.5 
21 38.1 42.9 14.3 
22 50.0 27.3 22.7 
3* 
0.0 6.5 
5.4 15.1 
2.2 18.8 
3.5 17.4 
1.0 20.0 
1.9 23.1 
2.3 14.8 
4.8 19.0 
0.0 22.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
19.4 
29.1 
38.7 
36.6 
40.5 
44.3 
35.3 
40.5 
36.4 
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Hometown High Writing 11 Migrant 
Hometown High Writing ll English Learners 
Hometown High Writing ll Gifted[Talented 
Free/Reduced-
Hometown High Writing ll Price Meals 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Writing ll IEP (Total) 
Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Writing l1 Alternate) 
Disability-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Writing 11 Alternate) 
Disability-
Hometown High Writing 11 Alternate Only 
Gap Group (non 
Hometown High Writing 11 duplicated) 
Hometown High Mathe mat EO All Students 
Hometown High Mathe mat EO Male 
Hometown High Mathemat EO Female 
Whi te (Non-
Hometown High Mathemat EO Hispanic) 
African 
Hometown High Mathemat EO American 
Hometown High Mathe mat EO Hispanic 
Hometown High Mathemat EO Asian 
41 63.4 31.7 4.9 
175 42.9 40.0 15.4 
32 65.6 25.0 6.3 
27* 
24* 
5* 
182 42.3 39.6 16.5 
184 29.3 46.2 21.7 
95 24.2 51.6 22.1 
89 34.8 40.4 21.3 
41 26.8 48.8 19.5 
98 29.6 51.0 19.4 
18* 
24 25.0 33.3 29.2 
0.0 4.9 
1.7 17.1 
3.1 9.4 
1.6 18.1 
2.7 24.5 
2.1 24.2 
3.4 24.7 
4.9 24.4 
0.0 19.4 
12.5 41.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
20.8 
37.1 
21.9 
37.9 
47.6 
50.0 
44.9 
48.8 
44.9 
58.4 
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American 
1 ndian or Alaska 
Hometown High Mathe mat EO Native 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Mathemat EO Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Mathemat EO races 
Hometown High Mathemat EO Migrant 
Hometown High Mathemat EO English Learners 
Hometown High Mathemat EO Gifted/Talented 
Free/Reduced-
Hometown High Mathemat EO Price Meals 
Disabi lity-With 
Hometown High Mathemat EO IEP (Total) 
Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Mathe mat EO Alternate) 
Disability-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Mathemat EO Alternate) 
Disability-
Hometown High Mathe mat EO Alternate Only 
Gap Group (non 
Hometown High Mathe mat EO duplicated) 
Hometown High Reading EO All Students 
Hometown High Reading EO Male 
3* 
39 35.9 48.7 12.8 
167 29.9 46.1 21.6 
19 31.6 52.6 15.8 
16* 
16* 
3* 
177 29.4 45.8 22.0 
295 77.6 9.2 12.5 
162 75.9 10.5 13.6 
2.6 15.4 
2.4 24.0 
0.0 15.8 
2.8 24.9 
0.7 13.2 
0.0 13.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
39.8 
47.1 
42.1 
47.8 
17.8 
18.9 
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Hometown High Reading EO Female 
White (Non-
Hometown High Reading EO Hispanic) 
African 
Hometown High Reading EO American 
Hometown High Reading EO Hispanic 
Hometown High Reading EO Asian 
American 
Indian or Alaska 
Hometown High Reading EO Native 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Reading EO Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Reading EO races 
Hometown High Reading EO Migrant 
Hometown High Reading EO English Learners 
Hometown High Reading EO Gifted/Talented 
Free/Reduced· 
Hometown High Reading EO Price Meals 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Reading EO IEP (Total) 
Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Reading EO Alternate) 
Disability-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Reading EO Alternate) 
133 79.7 7.5 11.3 
62 64.5 11.3 21.0 
164 80.5 9.8 9.8 
37 83.8 5.4 10.8 
27 85.2 3.7 11.1 
1* 
4* 
74 97.3 2.7 0.0 
280 77.5 9.3 12.5 
40 77.5 15.0 7.5 
35• 
34* 
1.5 12.8 
3.2 24.2 
0.0 9.8 
0.0 10.8 
0.0 11.1 
0.0 0.0 
0.7 13.2 
0.0 7.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
16.6 
29.9 
14.7 
13.5 
13.0 
1.4 
17.9 
15.0 
I 0 
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Disability-
Hometown High Reading EO Alternate Only s• 
Gap Group {non 
Hometown High Reading EO duplicated) 290 
Hometown High Science EO All Students 184 
Hometown High Science EO Male 95 
Hometown High Science EO Female 89 
White {Non-
Hometown High Science EO Hispanic) so 
African 
Hometown High Science EO American 96 
Hometown High Science EO Hispanic 13 
Hometown High Science EO Asian 20 
American 
Indian or Alaska 
Hometown High Science EO Native 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Science EO Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Science EO races 5* 
Hometown High Science EO Migrant 
Hometown High Science EO English Learners 29 
Hometown High Science EO Gifted/Talented 
Free/Reduced-
Hometown High Science EO Price Meals 165 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Science EO IEP {Tota l) 19 
78.3 9.0 12.1 0.7 
37.0 46.2 10.3 6.5 
34.7 43.2 14.7 7.4 
39.3 49.4 S.6 S.6 
22.0 48.0 18.0 12.0 
47.9 44.8 6.3 1.0 
15.4 61.5 7.7 1S.4 
45.0 3S.O s.o 1S.O 
69.0 31.0 0.0 0.0 
41.2 44.2 9.1 5.5 
73.7 26.3 0.0 0.0 
12.8 0.0 
16.8 0.0 
22.1 0.0 
11.2 0.0 
30.0 0.0 
7.3 0.0 
23.1 0.0 
20.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
14.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
17.3 
39.9 
43.7 
35.9 
54.0 
29.7 
53.9 
37.5 
15.5 
36.6 
13.2 
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Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Science EO Alternate) 
Disabili ty-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Science EO Alternate) 
Disability-
Hometown High Science EO Alternate Only 
Gap Group {non 
Hometown High Science EO dupl icated) 
Hometown High Social Stud EO All Students 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Male 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Female 
White (Non-
Hometown High Social Stud EO Hispanic) 
African 
Hometown High Social Stud EO American 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Hispanic 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Asian 
American 
Indian or Alaska 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Native 
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Islander 
Two or more 
Hometown High Social Stud EO races 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Migrant 
Hometown High Social Stud EO English Learners 
19 73.7 26.3 0.0 
19 73.7 26.3 0.0 
172 39.5 45.3 9.3 
201 42.3 21.9 32.8 
109 42.2 15.6 38.5 
92 42.4 29.3 26.1 
46 34.8 17.4 41.3 
115 43.5 24.3 31.3 
18 44.4 33.3 16.7 
18 61.1 5.6 33.3 
4• 
41 70.7 14.6 14.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o.o 
5.8 15.1 0.0 
3.0 35.8 o.o 
3.7 42.2 0.0 
2.2 28.3 0.0 
6.5 47.8 0.0 
0.9 32.2 0.0 
5.6 22.2 0.0 
0.0 33.3 0.0 
0.0 14.6 0.0 
13.2 
13.2 
37.8 
46.8 
50.0 
43.0 
56.5 
44.4 
38.9 
36.1 
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I 
I 
21.9 
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Hometown High Social Stud EO Gifted/Talented 
Free/Reduced· 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Price Meals 
Disability-With 
Hometown High Social Stud EO IEP (Total) 
Disability-With 
IEP (not 
including 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Alternate) 
Disability-With 
Accommodatio 
n (not including 
Hometown High Social Stud EO Alternate) 
Disabi lity-
Hometown High Social Stud EO Alternate Only 
Gap Group (non 
1-f()f11etown t-ligh Social Stud EO duplicated) 
186 44.6 22.0 31.2 
9* 
5* 
5* 
4* 
194 43.3 22.7 32.0 
2.2 33.3 
2.1 34.0 
0.0 
0.0 
44.3 
45.4 
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HOMETOWN HIGH GRADUATION RATE DATA AND DELIVERY TARGETS 
2018 2019 
YEAR 
2020 SORT 
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Free/Reduced-Price 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count Meals 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count GAP 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count Hispanic 
Limited English 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerat or Count Proficiency 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count Male 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count Migrant 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerato r Count Pacific Islander 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count Two or more races 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Numerator Count White (Non-Hispanic) 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominat o r Count Af rican American 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count All Students 
American Indian or 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Alaska Native 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Asian 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Disabi lity-With IEP (Total) 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Female 
Free/Reduced-Pr ice 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Meals 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count GAP 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Hispanic 
Limited English 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Proficiency 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Male 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Migrant 
Native Hawaiian o r Other 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Pacific Islander 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count Two or more races 
Hometown High FIVE YEAR Denominator Count White (Non-Hispanic) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target African American 
153 
171 
10 
29 
83 
..... 
*"'* 
37 
139 
253 
28 
40 
120 
196 
234 
12 
40 
133 
*** 
*** 
69 
74.7 77.6 80.5 83.5 86.4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
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Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target All Students 
American Indian or 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Alaska Native 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Asian 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Disabi lity-With IEP (Total) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target English Learners 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Female 
Free/Reduced-Price 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Meals 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target GAP 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Hispanic 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Male 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Migrant 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Pacific Islander 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target Two o r more races 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Delivery Target White (Non-Hispanic) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score African American 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score All Students 
American Indian or 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Alaska Nat ive 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Asian 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Disability-With IEP (Total) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score English Learners 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Female 
Free/Reduced-Pr ice 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Meals 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score GAP 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Hispanic 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Male 
.Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Migrant 
75.2 78.1 80.9 
82.5 84.4 86.4 
60.8 65.5 70.1 
72.1 75.3 78.6 
79.8 82.0 84.3 
79.7 82.0 84.3 
76.2 79.0 81.7 
87.0 88.3 89.7 
71.4 74.8 78.1 
72.0 75.3 78.5 
68.9 76.5 
69.5 73.3 
78.6 83.3 
51.5 70.3 
65.6 71.7 
75.2 79.4 
75.1 78.6 
70.8 76.1 
84.2 64.0 
64.8 67.8 
83.8 86.6 
88.3 90.2 
74.8 79.4 
81.8 85.0 
86.6 88.9 
86.6 88.8 
84.4 87.1 
91.1 92.5 
81.4 84.7 
81.8 85.0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Native Hawaiian or Other 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Pacific Islander 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score Two or more races 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Actual Score White (Non-Hispanic) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target African American 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target All Students 
American Indian or 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Alaska Native 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Asian 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Disability-With IEP (Total) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target English Learners 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Female 
Free/Reduced-Price 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Meals 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target GAP 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Hispanic 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Male 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Migrant 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Pacif ic Islander 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target Two or more races 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Met Target White (Non-Hispanic) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count African American 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count All Students 
American Indian or 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Alaska Native 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Asian 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Disability-With IEP (Total) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Female 
Free/Reduced-Price 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Meals 
*** 
65.5 66.3 
Yes 
No 
N/A 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
No 
84 114 
180 203 
22 15 
17 26 
88 104 
163 184 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count GAP 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Hispanic 
Limited English 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Proficiency 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Male 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Migrant 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Pacific Islander 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count Two or more races 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Numerator Count White (Non-Hispanic) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count African American 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count All Students 
American Indian or 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Alaska Native 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Asian 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Disabi lity-With IEP (Total) 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Female 
Free/Reduced-Price 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Meals 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count GAP 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Hispanic 
Limited English 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Proficiency 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Male 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Migrant 
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Pacific Islander 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count Two or more races 
Hometown High FOUR YEAR Denominator Count White (Non-Hispanic) 
172 
16 
21 
92 
57 
122 
259 
28 
33 
117 
217 
243 
19 
32 
142 
87 
194 
16 
38 
99 
*** 
53 
149 
277 
18 
37 
131 
234 
255 
25 
53 
146 
*** 
80 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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5 
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DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 
EDUCATION 
August, 1996 
August, 1999 
May, 2000 
Pending 
VITA 
STEPHEN R. JENKINS 
Bachelor of Arts 
Hanover College 
Hanover, Indiana 
Master of Science 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Master of Science 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Doctor of Education 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES 
2014-Present 
2003-2014 
2000-2003 
1996-2000 
Assistant Principal 
Montgomery County High School 
Mount Sterling, Kentucky 
Principal 
Pilot View & Trapp Elementary Schools 
Winchester, Kentucky 
Guidance Counselor 
Mapleton Elementary School 
Mount Sterling, Kentucky 
Mathematics Teacher 
Montgomery County High School 
Mount Sterling, Kentucky 
134 
DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 
EDUCATION 
May, 1991 
July, 1999 
August, 2000 
Pending 
VITA 
RANDALL D. PEFFER 
Bachelor of Science 
Marshall University 
Huntington, West Virginia 
Master of Science 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Master of Science 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Doctor of Education 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES 
2014 - Present 
2013-2014 
2008-2014 
2005-2008 
Director of Secondary Schools 
Fayette County Public Schools 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Education Recovery Leader 
Kentucky Department of Education 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Chief Academic Officer/ Assistant Superintendent 
Madison County Schools 
Richmond, Kentucky 
Highly Skilled Educator 
Kentucky Department of Education 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
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DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF PRINCIPALS 
2002-2005 
2001-2002 
1991-2001 
HONORS 
2011 
Greenup County High School Principal 
Greenup County Schools 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Greenup County High School Assistant Principal 
Greenup County Schools 
Greenup, Kentucky 
Greenup County High School Mathematics Teacher 
Greenup County Schools 
Greenup, Kentucky 
B. Michael Caudill Educator ofthe Year 
Richmond Chamber of Commerce 
Richmond, Kentucky 
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